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Rice farmers, in an attempt to utilize land diverted from rice 
production by the Government Pric~ Support Program, have initiated the 
production of farm-raised fish on a connnercial basis •. Fields that could 
not be seeded to rice were diked, flooded, and stocked with fish. Grow-
ing fish on rice land restores soil fertility, while flooding destroys 
weeds and grass that reduce rice yields. Total beneficial effects of 
fish and water on subsequent rice crops have not been completely deter-
mined. 
The fish farming industry has grown from a few reservoirs in the 
1940 1 s to approximately 30,000 acres by 1960. It is estimated by the 
Fish and Wildlife Service that low lands in Arkansas and adjoining 
states offer a potential of several million acres for the commercial 
production of fish. 
Production of fish in rice fields and reservoirs has been primarily 
on a trial and error basis. Very little technical knowledge is available 
on the most suitable species to stock; on combination, time and rate of 
stocking, supplemental feeding, fingerling production, and reservoir 
limnology. Present harvesting methods are inefficient and costly be-
cause of the tremendous amount of hand labor involved. 
1 
2 
The Bureau of Sp9rt Fisheries of the Fish and Wildlife Service in 
cooperation with the Division of Agriculture of the University of Arkan-
sas has established a fish experiment station at Stuttgart, Arkansas to 
aid farmers with their biological, production,and management problems. 
In any stocking combination, the buffalo fish is the major specie 
used. It has several beneficial characteristics that are not common'to 
other species. The buffalo fish is a good herbivorous feeder and is 
tolerant to water with high temperature, high mineral and low oxygen 
content. It has the ability to grow rapidly and to propagate freely in 
impounded waters, 
For the fish enterprise to fit into the crop rotation system used 
on most rice farms, a marketable product must be produced in a two-year 
period. In a growing period of this duration, a high percentage of the 
fish will weigh less than four pounds which will result in a price dis-
count in the wholesale markets. 
As is the case in many newly developed industries, buffalo fish 
producers encountered difficulty in establishing a market for their pro-
duct. In 1958, the fish farmers formed a cooperative association to 
facilitate the marketing of farm-raised fish. A modern processing, 
freezing and cold-storage plant was built in Dumas, Arkansas. 
Historically, fresh fish have moved to the consumer through whole-
sale distributors to retail fish markets. During the decade of the 
19SO's the number of retail fish markets in the United States decreased 
by approximately one-half. Thus, it was imperative that the Fish Market-
ing Cooperative Association evaluate modern merchandising methods and 
changing food preferences and buying practices of consumers. 
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Included among today's fishery products are a wide and diversified 
number of prepared and semi-prepared items, mostly frozen. There are 
fish sticks, fish portions, and any number of different seafoods, all of 
which are ready to put into the oven, heat~d; and:serve'd.; Therefore, in 
' 
order for farm-produced buffalo fish to compete successfully with these 
products in the market place, the cooperative must market it in the form, 
size, and place most desired by consumers. 
Purpose of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the economic 
feasibility of marketing packaged buffalo fish through meat counters in 
supermarkets. Specific objectives were: (1) To evaluate the market 
potential of buffalo fish in terms of sales per thousand store customers, 
(2) to analyze the effects of socio-economic characteristics of the popu-
lation on consumer acceptance of buffalo fish, and (3) to examine the in-
fluence of ethnic group values in consumers' conceptual image of buffalo 
fish. 
To measure the importance of the objectives, the following hypotheses 
were developed as a basic framework for the study: 
1. The housewife prefers to purchase fish in a pan-ready form 
rather than whole-dressed. 
2. A higher proportion of mid-south consumers would purchase 
fish through supermarkets than would mid-west consumers, 
if buffalo fish were available at comparable prices. 
3. There is an inverse relationship between income status of con-
sumers and sales of buffalo fish through supermarkets. 
4. Buffalo fish sales are higher among Negro than Caucasian 
store patrons of supermarkets. 
5. Group value associated with different occupational groups, 
different sizes of households and different compositions 
of families will influence sales of buffalo fish. 
6. The socio-cultural background of the homemaker-+-such :as:: 
nationality, religious pr~ferences, income status, occupa-
tion, size of household and composition of family--influences 
her conceptual image of the product and her willingness to 
use it again. 
Definition of Terms 
4 
The following definitions were selected as the most useful for this 
study: 
Belief-- 11A belief is an ·enduring organization of perceptions and 
cognitions about some aspect of the individual's world. A belief is a 
pattern of meaning of a thing; it is the totality of the individual's 
1 
cognition about things." 
Attitudes--An attitude is an '!endlti.:l:n.grot'.gani:zatic:m-:-of, motivations.;., 
emotional, perceptual, and cognitive processes with respect to some as-
2 pect of the individual's world."· 
Product--A product is defined as that combination of attributes 
of a good which distinguishes it from some other combination of attri-
butes of a good. 
1navid Kreck and Richard S. Crutchfield{ Theory and Problems of 
Social Psychology (New York, 1948), pp. 150- 51. 
2 Ibid., p. 152. 
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Consumer acceptance--The term as used in this study refers to the 
extent to which a product will sell in a given market situation in com-
petition with certain other products at a fixed price relation. A pro-
duct may not sell at all in one situation and hence is unacceptable; in 
other situations it xnay sell very well. This definition appears to be 
in general agreement with Burrow 0 s definition of an 11 acceptance study11 
3 
as a measure of the quantities bought or number of buyers of a commodity. 
Consumer prefereru:;e== 'l'he 11 p:reference10 cf a. consumer or group of con-
sumers for a. product means that in a given situation that product is the 
most desilt'able of two or more alternatives. Prefe1r:enceJ like acceptabil-
:i.ty5 i.s thus defined in terms of a given situation. 4 
3Glenn L. E\Uit'll:'Ciw'S~ "Consumex· Acceptance or Consumer Preference/' 
Agricultural EcolJlomiic Research., IV (1952)J pp. 52-.56. 
4Ibid.. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A diligent search of the literature failed to disclose any studies 
of consumer acceptance of fish, This sectioµ will review briefly some 
of the more recent consumer acceptance studies of other selected pro-
ducts concerning the purpose 3 objectivesj procedureP analysis and con-
clusions. 
Purpose and Objectives 
In the literature on consumer behavior, there seems to be no clear 
demarcation between consumer acceptance studies and those of consumer 
prefell:'ence and product evaluation studies. The purpose of preference 
studies is to obtain a certain rankingj an assertion that one member 
of a class of alternatives is preferred over other members. The purpose 
of an acceptance study is to measure the extent to which a product will 
sell in a given market sit.uation or will be consumed in a given eating 
situationo 
The implied objective of rQ.ost studies has been the selection of the 
most popular one of two ot' more alternatives. HoweverJ the emphasis of 
this broad objective was usually conditioned by other objectives. In 
an acceptance study by Drvoskin and Jacobs, the major objective was to 
6 
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assess the potential market for potato flakes and to appraise the effect 
of potato flakes as a method of expanding the market for potatoes. 1 
Another study Y in an attempt to evaluate the market success of a 
new product, had as an objective; 1!1What could be expected by way of con~· 
sumer acceptance and rate of sales of the new produc t? 112 
Greene stated as an objective., 11 to determine i.f waxing and coloring 
1 t ,,:i ' " i l f pota<~oe"' ~o treated. 113 resu eu 1n an increase n sa .es o b .w _ 
C,ampbell vs objective 11was to gain knowledge about consumer prefer-
ences for vsnd.ous qualities of beef under actual puirchase and consumption 
lj. 
cond.i tions "" · 
Rhodes and associates studied consumer acceptancej but from an en-
ti.rely diffe,cent poi.n.t of view than i.n the above studies" The objectives 
as given were one of consume.1c evalua.tion of product attributes and 
whether the consumer us JLdea of quality difference ag:iceed with the quali-
l 'f~ ,, 'b h ..:;• 5 ty 0.1.. tere.nces as :aow recogru.zea y t e grau1ng system" 
1Phi.1 Hp B, D1vosk:Ln and Mil ton Jacobs 5, Potato Flakes - - fl New Form 
_of Dehyg.ica~ M'!sl~ Fo~,£;, ~ !'2s.ition and Con~ Acceptance 
i.n 13i~tml 9 Eriu:Ucott and Johnson .Cit1,y New York., U, S, Department of 
Ag:ricultu:r:e J Ma:rked.ng Research Repoz:·ts Number 186 (WashingtonJ 19.57) » 
p O .3 0 
2 Robert VO Enockiny J" Sccn::t Hunter; and Roland G, Harris J Canned. 
Co:::,ked Ric.§.:.; Tbe Market Potential fo1t a New Food Produc.t.i U, S, Depart-
ment of Agd.t;Utl tu:re, Marketing Research. Report Number 249 (WashingtonJ 
l·a5R) ':t ~ 0 fa Po .-'o 
3R,E, L, GreeneJ .Consumer Acc.~etance of Waxed and Colored Potatoes 
Southern Cooperative Se1ries Bulletin Number 22 5 February) 1952 .:1 p" l+, 
4 . " ~ 11 d George W, Campbell,1 Constllmer Accep_tance ot Beet; I'::, ControL.o..e Re·~ 
~ Stor_e Exp~erimes1t" Arizona Agricultural Experiment StationJ Report 
145 (Phoenix, 1956), p. 1. 
<:; 
"'V, James Rhodes 9 et al,:, A New: ;\.E,EroacJ:\ to MeasuriM Consumer 
A,£:ceptahilitx cl. ~ 1 M:lssc,i;.11:ri Agricultural Expe.riment Station Research 
Bulleti.n 6 77 (Coh1mbia J 1958) Q 
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Statistical Design 
There are several techniques designed to measure consumer behavior 
and product acceptance. Greene used a matched-lot experimental design 
in his potato studies. 6 This technique involves offering simultaneously 
two or more sepa1rate lots of the product under study, varying only in 
the attributes bei.ng tested. The differences in volume of sales between 
the lots are assumed to indicate the extent of consumer acceptance. 
Campbell used a combination of store sales plus home interviews to 
obtain information on consumer acceptance of beef. In the store sa~es, 
all test products were displayed for sales in an experimental design con-
sistent with acceptable procedures.? yet indistinguishable from other pro-
ducts" Home interviewsj using a 100 percent sample of the purchasers of 
the products tested, were designed to obtain information about family 
characteristics)) methods of :prep;aration, satisfaction rating and the 
attributes contributing to these ratings~ and the purchaser 0 s knowledge 
and use of official U. S" Department of Agriculture beef grades" 
Studies with the major objective of detennining "market potential 11 
for sele.cted products generally used the method of retail store audits 
for obtaining sales information. Most of these studies supplemented 
these audit data with information on consumers 0 opinions and attitudes 
of the test product obtained by household interviews. 
6Max Eq Brunk~ Methods of Research in Marketing Paper Number 1» 
Evaluation of Research Techni91.u~s ~ foir Measuring the Influences 
of Factors Believed to be Associated with Volume of Consumer Purchases 
in Retail StoresJ Co~ell Unive:rcsity Ag:riculturalExperiment Station» 
(Ithaca» 195l)J pp. 25~31. 
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In most retail store audits, a detailed inventory of the test itemj 
as well a~ closely competing items, was taken at the beginningJ at speci-
fic intervals during and at the conclusion of the test period. Actual 
sales were obtained by adding deliveries to beginning inventories and 
then subtracting from this total, ten ending inventory, 
The only valid inference that can be drawn from these results is an 
indication of what consumers choose among offered alternatives. HoweverJ 
they offer an excellent means of eliminating the influence of price and 
other variables in measin:i.ng consumer acceptance of a product. Rhodes 
and his co-workers used a two-stage cluster sampling procedure to select 
a panel of 266 households,, 1 This rep·resented a probability samFle of the 
white households with annual income of $2500 in the city and county of 
St, Louis, Two ad:ul ts in each household received a total of 6 pairs of 
frozen steaks which they cooked, ate, and evaluated. These 6 pairs of 
steaks included 2 replicates of 3 comparisons, commerc:i.al-choic:e, prime-
good; and choice-choice.o Acceptance rating and a preference choice was 
obtained on each pair of steaks. 
In the study evaluating consumer acceptance of tenderized beef~ the 
experiment: was designed so that each h,;:iusehold received two control an.d 
two tenderized steaks of each gr:ade tested. 8 The four treatments of 
each grade for one household were p:irepared from the same beef car.ca.ss. 
The control steaks were tenderized in a commercial cubing machine and 
the test steaks were dipped in the tenderizing solutions. The steaks 
8 . 6 Mc:Hugn, p. , 
were delivered to the household once a week for eight weeks. At each 
delivery the interviewer furnished the householder with an evaluation 
schedule on which the two adult members of the family listed their 
separate opinions of the product. (A nine-point hedonic scale was 
used to indicate acceptability of the steak while a four-point scale 
was used to measure each of three sensory characteristics,) 
Analysis 
The analysis of the acceptance situations of a number of studies 
10 
relied upon either the quantity sold or the distribution of sales. In 
some cases these were correlated with responses to the characteristics 
of the product. 
Consumer acceptance of waxed and colored potatoes was measured by 
the ratio of sales of waxed to unwaxed potatoes. "When waxed and 
colored and unwaxed, new-crop potatoes were displayed side-by-side 
and offered at the same price per pound, consumers purchased more waxed 
9 than unwaxed potatoes." 
Campbell measured acceptance by the distribution of beef purchases 
and related these to consumers' opinions of and satisfaction with the 
product, "That most consumers preferred lean-beef is shown in the 
analysis of what consumers bought, why they bought, and the degree of 
satisfaction they experienced after consuming the 'experimental' beef 
10 they had bought." 
9 Greene, p, 18. 
10 Campbell, p. 3, 
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In a study evaluating market potential for new products.i acceptance 
was interpreted by the quantity sold and the ratio of sales of the new 
product to sales of closely c.ompeting prod11.u::ts 0 
Rhodes and as;s,ocLates at Missouri interpreted acceptance as a fav-
orable score en a hedonic. scale. ivThe desc.ripU.ve hedori.ic rating scale 
used to obtain t'atings of each st,eak sample in the comparisons by each 
pane:l member :tn the hm1sehold assigne.cl a numerical rating of 1 to 9 to 
facilitate analys:iLs. The smaller msmber denoted .a superior rating while 
the highe:;: nw:::iber i1r1dicated an inferit"io:r ir.a.ting on the hedonic scale 0 Hll 
Srnrm:na ry 
'l'he research. te.chniq111es which have been employed in the literatuire 
cise control ov,er va:,r;ia.bles e:1:tir::9.pt through restrictive samplingo These 
methods prescribe statistical analysis in controlling the effect of non-
test va:,::i.ables after the data have been colle.c te.do Other techniques 
of co1'.i,t:tol over variables through experimental de-
signs, 
The: matched~ lo con e:iq:ierimer1.tal design used by Greene 
p:rrrvides the analyst w:!Lth ,:in aUJJtomati,c means of eliminating the: effects 
of a m.ajo:r pr·oporticm. of nontest variables,9 if care i.s taken to alter= 
nate display loG:e.ticm.s of the matc.hed=lots and to maintain constant 
diffe1.cen.ces between lots, A caref'IJ\l analysis of the r.esul ts is nee-
essary so Lhat inference will not be drs,.w:ru regarding :sales volume or 
12 
degree of acceptance by the customer when either of the matched-lots 
is offered alone. This is one of the criticisms Burrows made of 
G ~ l , 12 reene s ana ysis. 
CampbellJ D:r.voskin and Enochian in their studies used the store 
audit technique to measure consumer acceptance. The final decision to 
buy or not to buy, to select this over that, must be at the time and 
place of pu:rchase. Consumers O actions aire recorded, hence the results 
should be more reliable than certain types of questionnaire techniques. 
However, it is difficult to actually generalize the impulse within the 
consumer which induced this behavior and the reasons for the behavior. 
Thus, it records only positive actionJ and it indicates quantity soldJ 
not why or to whom. 
Because of the abov·e limitations» ·stores u audits were supplemented 
with d~ta obtained by the personal interview technique. By using the 
two techniquesJ there was the possibility of overcoming some of the 
weaknesses of both techniques. But the researcher was still faced with 
the problem of time U.mitations because it is ven:y difficult to deter= 
mine whether the person wr::,1.i,ld make the same choice the second time. 
In the_three s'itudiesy the authors gave no criticism of the tech-
niques used in analyzing their dataJ nor limitations to the use of the 
results due to analytical techniques ti1sed. 
In the Missouri s tu.dies :revi.e'1111ed J the researchers used a taste-
test panel to discriminate among product attributes being evaluated. 
The,panel members were usually families drawn from a predetermined uni-
verse. The measure of acceptance of the attributes being tested was a 
favorable score on a hedonic rating scale. 
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The ranking or multiple comparison test requires the panel member 
to evaluate one attribute against another in the experiment. In a pair-
ed comparison testJ one of a pair becomes a standard by which the other 
attribute is measured; but whether either attribute is actually preferred 
for useJ or is acceptablev cannot be detected by this technique. Such a 
test has limited value because the test is confined to the comparison on 
only two attributes. The number of attributes may be expanded to permit 
multiple ranking» but the number of items which can be compared at one 
time is limited. HowewerJ the scoring method allows opportunity for 
panel members to express a measure of intensity of preference. 
No single method is adequate for prediction of consumer choice. 
Prediction remains an art» but the techniques that hawe been developed 
for measuring consumer reaction to products and for uncovering consumer 
attitudes can help to 1teduce the margin of error in the practice of the 
art of predictiono 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to (1) present a conceptual frame= 
work for estiroBting the influence of various factors on consumption and 
(2) describe the empirical methods used for quantifying the relevant 
variables of the model and their impact on consumer acceptance of buffalo 
fish. 
The Conceptual Framework 
The theory of ,consumer behavior provides a conceptu,s,1 framework 
for estimating the influence of various factors on consumption. 
In the study of demandJ an approach is needed that will allow the 
analyst to deal di:reectly with heterogeneous choices among unlike goods 
as com~ared with choices among different quantities of the same good. 
It needs to pir,ovide an effective way of getting at the dynamic aspect 
of demand and identifying the motives which lead to changes in the 
pattern of living. 
Consume.r expenditure bel'r11avioir is a function of economic conditions 
and motivational forces. Economic conditions such as pricej price rela= 
tionships 9 income and availabilities of goods and services set more or 
less fle~ible limits within which motivational forces operate. It is 
necessary to distinguish between two kinds of motivational forcesi 
14 
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those that depend on or vary with situational or environmental circum-
stances 2 and those that depend on individual attitudes and beliefs. 
Changes such as income status; occupationJ family fonnation, birthJ and 
growth of children are examples of environme,ntal precipitating circum= 
stances. The second kind of motivational forces, beliefs, attitudes and 
expecta.tionsJ operate as a kind of filter. They may hinder action even 
though enabling conditions are favorable and p:reci.pitating c:h:cumstances 
a.re strong. 
Motivation 
Human behaviolt has been girot~ped into three major categories: 
motivationJ cognitions and learning. 1 Motivation arises out of tension 
systems which create a state of disequilibrium. This triggers a sequence 
of psychological events directed toward the selection of a good which the 
consumer anticipates will bring i2bout the :release from tension and the 
selection ,of p1:1:t:terns of acti.on he antkipate,s will bring hi.m to the good. 
The problem of identifying human needs has caused consi.de:r.able con-
most of which ha:ve placed m,sjor emphasis on the emotional aspect of b~-
havicn::. 
Maslow has pointed out that basic needs may be either un,conscious 
several or all of the basic motives work simultaneously to determine a 
given behavior. His lists of basic needs to be used in the theory of 
1 James A. BaytcnJ HMoti,vation 1 Cognitioni Learning - :Basic Factors 
in Consume.r Behaviors Y II The Journal 2! J1arketl!.n_g, Volume XXII= 3 ~ 
January, 1958, p. 282. 
human motivation include physiological safetyJ belongingnessj loveJ 
esteemJ self-actualizationJ and aesthetic needsJ and the desire to 
know and understand. 2 
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Bayton states that psychologists agree that human needs fall into 
two general groups--biogenic (hunger// thirst, and sex.)J and psychogenic 
(affectionalJ ego·~bolstering and ego=defonsive). 3 There is considerable 
disagreement :re.hitive to this latter category. 
Murphy has stated "The trouble with lists of motives lies not in 
their length but their sharp separation of one dr:i.ve from another» their 
sharp separation of :l'..nnate from acquired needs J and their sharp demarca= 
tion of focus points in the body which are supposed to underly motive 
4 
toward a goal. 11 
Motbyes do not exist as separate unrelated. elrl\tities, but rather as 
dynamic inte:rdependent needs. Every human being shows behavior directed 
towa1t·d the satisfaction of needs Y some of which are present because he· 
is a biological organism;, :some because he is a member of a social group J 
learning is different from that of anyone else. 
Exaic.t classifir.:atio::ss of the moti:vating force.s i.s not necessary. It 
is important to consideic· them as a. set of needs~ that is.~ several 
2A1b:raham H. Maslow 3 Motiv,,Hion and Personality~ (New York.,, 1954) » 
pp. 80=106. 
3Bayton 3 pp. 282-283. 
4 Gardner Murphy Y Lois B" Murphy a,rHl\ Theodora M. Newcomb» Experi= 
mental So:cial Psy~_.golog,:t: {rienrised ed. J New York: 1937),, pp. 98=99. 
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physical or social; or a combination of physical and social combined 
into a set 11 recognizing that there can be complementary J supplementary 
o:r competing needs, Thus.~ action is not necessarily meant to gratify 
a specific need, but it may be directed toward the fulfillment of a 
combination of needsu 
Cognition 
Cognition refe:rs to the behavior space in which all of the mental 
phenomena are g1.rnuped, Through. perceptionJ memory, evaluatingi and 
thir:kingJ the indi:vid.ua.1 attempts to integrate the needs on one, hand» 
and t:he facts of the external world on the othero The integrating is 
done in a manner which he anticipates will have the highest probability 
of bringing him gratification of a particular need-pattern. Thus, be-
havior space is the conceptual area of sele.ctions among alternative goal 
objects and the physical activities requisite to the final behavior" 
The structuring of psychological reactions may serve to clarify the 
concept of the behavior space, This structuring has been described as 
follows: 
An event occuir.'ir·ing first in the real world sets up a diis-
jointed chain of psychological reaction. Roughly speaking, 
f&.·-r::ts.9 which we shall conc.eive of as occurir·ing in some kind 
of nstag,e OTiii-2;!iii influenc:e ~9e2tio~0 (stage. 2),9 bli.llt in an 
impenrfelCt Wif.J."}f!i as al:re"dy pointed mzt, These in turn, affect 
vahurt:ii::Jrms (stage 3) 1, which emerge as inten!,:ions (stage 4) J 
iinally res1J.ilting; in some, kf.,Thid of obse1tvable behavior (stage .5):, 
whi.1::h may be :followed by a E..~~.-2!- the di~c1nop@..~!.Si be= 
tween what was intended and what w':ls accomplished (stage 6). 
5 Joseph Cla:v,rsonJ "Lewin' s Vee tor :Psychology and the Analysis of 
Mot::Lves in Marketingj) 11 .Toeolf.Y ink'.(~,» Ro Cox and Wo Alderson» 
eds. (Chicago} Irwiny !.nc,J 1950). 
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The prindpal concepts of the theory can be explained relative to 
this structuring. These pd,ncipal (C.oncepts are individually patterned 
totalities,, irmmLediacyj EilU.bje:ctivity., and di.mensionality. Human person-
ality and behavior are thought to be individual totalities since all the 
desi:res within a person a:re considered. There may be an array of ma,ny 
factors which can possibly influence the behavior of an individual_9 but 
the iC,oncept of immediacy explains behavior in terms of those factors 
that are operating the. instant the event oc.c·urs. The :concept of sub= 
jectivity limits the v,ariables important to behavior to tho:se which a 
person perc:eives. 'rhe person may perceive only a small m.llmbeir of the 
11 obser11able11 va1dable.s in a purc.hase situation~ and furthermore J the 
valuation of those perceive.d variables is in terms of what the person 
thinks and believeBJ about them. That is., satisfactions exist only if the 
indivi.dual thinks they do. The. ,concept of dimensionality means that the 
property of e,ach obje:ct or event is conferred with spe.cific intensities J 
or degrees. These inte:nsi ties are conceived as weights in favor of i or 
against9 an action. 
The facts in stage. one do not have a logic of their own that re-
sults in the same c.onse.ptions and cognitions fo:t:· all people. 
These facts must be taken into acicoun.t in explaining human behavior 
only to the extent that th6y nake a difference to the individual at the 
moment in question. New facts !·eceived by an individual a:re essentially 
filtered through hi,!:. belief ma trices; as a consequence J these belief 
matrices determine what he actually perceives. 
It is to be expected therefore, that beliefs and attitudes not 
only will s2olect Bm individual us perceptions; but will also tend to 
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determine the meaning with which the individual will experience the per-
ceptionso New facts~ in one way Olt another.~ will be assimilated, and the 
6 basic beliefs and attitudes may not have changed. 
When the irdtiating force .asserts itselfJ a variety of goal=objects 
come: into awareness as pctentLal souJtces of gratification. The belief-
value matrices are the cogni...::i:ve categorization.,, beliefs and values of 
an individual relative to the.se potential sources of g:tatif:itc:.stion. 
The mat:i::·iir.es contain the typed images of objects which the individual 
possesses by virtue of the diflfe:rent:i.ations and categorizations of the 
goal objects which he has previously a1;.qu:iLred. " The. typed images can be 
conceived to be arranged along functionally defined ''generalization dimen-
sions." The relative lo1cation along these dimensions stated in terms of 
such units» of the diffe:re:nt imt1ges 3 wor..illd indicate the degree of func= 
' 7 tional s imHari ty a1,nong su.ch lLmages. 
The goal=obje.cts can be grouped on the basis of the extent to which 
they arouse similar expe.c.tanvc:ieso This phenomenon of similarity of ex-
assumed to ha,w<si ma.ximum appe:,al within a set of alternative goal=objectso 
The al teirnates ther, i;;:;;m, be mcdered in terms of how their associated ex= 





"~dward C, Tolman J 11A Psychologi,cal Mo~1~1 J n Toward.!. General Theor! 
AcusmJ eds,J T. Pa1csons and Edward A. Sn.ils (~amb:ridge,, 19SI)» pp.90-291. 
8Bayton:> p. 287, 
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The generaliLzation gradients and locomotion are centered in the be-
havior space, The various goal-objects have attributes which permit the 
individual to differentiate between them, These differentiating attri-
butesJ from the viewpoint of the individual Qs pe:rceptionJ are called 
signs or cues. All signs or c::1es are not equally important in consum,er 
decisions, 
Locomotion :ui: the selection from one or more perceived immediately·· 
possible behaviol'S, A loc.omotion in the behavior space is thus J not a 
behavior itself, but a selection or a series of selections which results 
in a behavior or in behaviors, 9 
The general:i'..zati.on J discrimination I and evaluation motives are all 
a ~art of orientation of a personality. In the process of orientation, 
products are gene:ralitzedJ particu.1ar attributes of each product are dis-
crim:inatedJ and finally 1 the p:r.oduct is evaluated. Discrimination con-
cerns the cognition of. diffe.:rences between generic categories of objects, 
different objects with.in a category and different attributes of the same 
object in terms of the significance of these differences for the individ-
ual, Generalization is the process by which different objects and 
classes of objects ate grouped together with respect to those properties 
which they have in common~ 10 
Each variable and each class of variables can be visualized as a 
generalization gradient. There are as many generalization gradients as 
variables and the objects in each gradient are ranked. Besides being 
ranked, each object has acquired positive and negative valances 
corresponding in strength to the force forJ or against, a particular 
action. 
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Where there exist alternative opportunities for gratification in a 
present situation and alternatives distributed among present and ex-
pected situationsJ the individual must have some means of deciding which 
of the alternatives or combination of alternatives he shall choose. The 
process of deciding among alternatives, and the assessing of the proper-
ties of the objects of valuation entails expectations. 11 
Learning 
The evaluation of generalized groups of products and specific 
attributes is on the basis of expected contribution toward gll:'atifying 
some set of needso A choice must be made and an evaluation given pro-
ductducts and attributeso In other wordsi beliefs about outcomes in 
part.9 determines action or behavior. But the beliefs do not need to 
be trueJ nor the action produce the expected outcome. If the outcome 
is not as expected and the individual recognizes this» then it may have 
an effect upon the personality systemJ and thereforeJ future responses 
to the same situationo This is called learning and is d~fined as a 
change in the categolt'ie.s designated as o:rientationo Learning involves 
how a person generalizes groups of productsJ how he discriminates between 
attributes 9 and how he evaluates them after this re-orientation to the 
11 Parsons~ et al.~ "Some Fundamental Categories of the Theorcy of 
Action,. 11 Toward .! Genet'al Theory of Action» p. 11. 
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object world. Or, learning may involve some degree of substitution of 
one set of needs for another, or a change in the complementary relation-
ship within a set of needs. 
A choice is made from the orientation matrix which determines, in 
part, the action or behavior which results. But as suggested above, 
the results of the action may or may not be that which was expected, In 
either case, there is a feedback system which changes the orientation of 
the individual or the set of originating forces. 
When utilization of the goal-object leads to gratifications of the 
initiatory needs, there is "reinforcement . " When the same needs are 
activated again, the individual will tend to repeat the process of se-
lecting the same goal-object, Each succeeding time that the goal-object 
brings gratifications, further reinforcement occurs. Continued reinforce-
ment will influence the cognitive processes , Memory of the goal-object 
will be increasingly enhanced, and the generalization gradient will be 
changed in that the psychological distance on the gradient between pro-
ducts will be increased, 
With continued reinforcements, the amount of cognition actively de-
creases; the individual engages less and less in decision-making mental 
activities, This can continue until, upon rieed aroused, the object-
obtaining activities are practically automatic. At this stage, there is 
h b . 12 a a it, 
The perception and valuation of alternative goal-objects may be 
distorted or imperfect. The individual may come to the realization 
12 Bayton, p, 288 . 
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that there is a discrepancy between what is expected and what is actually 
obtained. 'l'his realization results in a reconstruction of the behavior 
space. It is not necessary that this realization of the discrepancy be 
at the extreme of the psychological chain. The ret·evaluation can :resi.al t 
from changes in the perceb7ed alternative goal=objects at any time caus= 
ing an adjustment. 
Demand Theory 
Demand theory is an area of economics which has not shown large 
change th.tough the years. ''D1un:ing the th,ree,=quarter century of its 
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existence .i demand. theory has passed through four recogni :zable stages o'' 
The first stage culminating in Mau hall O s theory of de.mand may be 
suw.marize:d as follows: 
A consumer with a given money income is confronted with 
a market for consumption goodsJ on which the prices of those 
goods are ab:eady de.te:tmined; the question is» how will he 
divide his <i!:xpei:ul\itu:res among different goods? It is supposed 
for convenience:,9 that the goods .a1::e available :in very small 
1.mitso It is assumed that the consumer derives from the goods 
he purchases so muc.h 01 ut:i.lity., 11 the amount of utility being a 
fonlc tion of the. quantities of goods acqui:re.d; and that he will 
spend hlt.s income. in s.uc.h a way as to bd.ng irt. the maximum 
possible amount of utility. But utility will be maximized whelTu 
the ma:rginal unit of expenditure in each direction brings in 
the same increment of utility. For,9 if this is sol a tira1rns-· 
ference of expenditure from one di:re.:c.tion to another will in-
volve a greater loss of utility in the direction where expendi-
ture is t·educed than will be ,compensated by the gain in Oi til-
i ty in the di rec. tion where expenditure is increased (from the 
prind.ple of dimlnishing marginal utility). Total utility must 
therefore be diminishedy whatever transfer is made. Sinc.e.9 with 
small units,9 the di.fferences between the marginal utilities of 
two success·ive units of a commodity may be neglected, 
we can express the conclusion in another way; the mar-
ginal utilities of the various connnodities bought must 
be proportional to their prices.14 
Pareto 0 s contribution of the indifference curve concept marks 
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the second stage of demand theory. This circumvents the matter of utilityJ 
requiring instead that we know the individua1°s indifference map. 
The basic assumption nof is that the consumer distributes 
his expenditures on the: two goods according to a definite 
"scale of 11n.·eferences. n · His H tas tesn on this assumption 
are such that he can arrange all possible purchases of the 
goods in ascending or.det of preference andJ given any two 
alternative sets of purchases i he can either te.11 which 15 
purchases are preferable or say they are indifferent to him. 
The third stage includes¥ among others» the works of w. E. Johnsonj 
E. SlutskyJ and Hicks 0 Value~ Capital. A number of attempts were 
made to provide a theory which was capable of being applied. 
It may be claimed that some progress was made by writers of this 
group toward making Pareto 0s theory more usable, and at the same 
time of weaving the Marhsallian and Paretian threads together. 
Though the terminologyJ and the diagrammatic apparatusi remained 
Paretian~ the substance of the theory d~ew steadily closer to 
Marshall. l6 
Samuelson°s development of a mathematical argument to show that a 
theory of consumer demand does not even require knowing the individual 1 s 
preference differencesJ marks the beginning of the fourth stage of the 
14J. R. Hicks» Value~ Capita.1 9 (2nd ed. Oxford,, 1946) pp. 11=12. 
15 I. M.. D. Little» !! Critique of Welfare Ec.onomics » (Oxford» 1950) 
p. 15. 
16Hicks» ~ Revision.i> pp. 2 and 3. 
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development of demand. theory. Samuelson°s "Revealed Preference" theory 
submits that consistency of choice is sufficient; the only requirement 
is that there be a unique reaction to a given price and income situa= 
tion. "The econometr.k the.o:rcy of demand does study human beings :1 but 
only as anti.ties hawing certain pat.terns of market behavior. 1117 
'Iwo genex:al approaches to the indifference surface seem to be an 
analysis of g~oup behavior and revealed preferences of individuals. The 
purposes of both approaches are the same and that is tc tell how con= 
sumers react to Villriations in curr,:mt p,dces and income. 
The consumex is a member of society in which socio=cultural normsJ 
group attributes and. beliefs ,9 as well as her own emotions, all influence 
her purchasing decisions. She is a member of a group 3 and group belong-
ing exerts a ~owerful influence on her decisions and behavior even with= 
out consultation or discussion. In addition to primary groups to which 
individuals belong, reference groups influence them. In many instances .9 
group influence takes the form of similar stimuli affecting all group 
members and si.milat:· needs a:d.sing in them. This may be true of 
nstatistical" groups;; there:foreJ similarities in the behavior of income.~ 
occupational.~ age and life=cycle groups need to be included in the study 
of consumer behavior. 
An Illust:ration of the Framewot·k 
An illustration may help to clarify the ideas embodied in the theo= 
retie.al framework. A s.chematic outline of a model is presented in 
17 Ibid.,jl p. 6. 
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Figure 1. The explanation will be made in general terms without 
reference to a specific situation. 
Knowing little about needs does not prevent using this modelJ nor 
does it prevent developing a better understanding of the other stages, 
However.~ the more that can be learned about needs 9 the more effective 
will be product designJ production advertising 3 and consumer education, 
The originating forces of action are simply listed as biogenic and 
psychogenic motives. It is important to note that there can be inter= 
action among the. d:rd ves • 
Superimposed upon the originating d·.dves and perception are the 
facts of the real world. These facts include the economic conditions 
and environmental circumstances. Facts are perceived and interpreted 
in te1C'ms of the individual perceiverus own needs» own emotions» own 
personality» and own previously fo:rme.d cognitive patte·rns. 18 
The o:riem.tation of the individual in the schemati.c diagram is 
often called the belief matidx because all aspects of orientation are 
part of val,Mition. The paz,t;1,cula:r grouping of products according to 
common properties 3 in part.9 determines if a product will be considered 
for a pa:rticular purpose, In the same way» the. attxibutes of a product9 
contributing to the sum of the ove.:rall evaluation» in pa1rt 3 determines 
the value placed on a product for a specific purpose. The v·alue 
placed on an attieibute or product may be one thing for one set of needsJ 
and an. entirely different value with respect to another set of needs. 
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Figure 1. An Illustration of the Conceptual Model. 
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In the modelJ there are three generalization gradients of which 
the individual is awa:r.eJ consciously or subconsciously. All three 
represent means of potentially fulfilling a set of needs. Generali= 
zation gl'.adients AJ B9 and C may be thought to represent generic 
categories of v~riables. Generalization gradient A may be a product. 
In this case.? A=IJ A-II.i A 0 lII» and A-IV in Figure 1 could be differ= 
ent brands of Product A. HoweverJ brand A=IV is not conceived as an 
alternative. The consumer may not be aware that this brand exists. 
An obvious reaso.:\ may bs the consumer has never been exposed to the 
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fact tha.t it exists~ o:r. if she has beenJ the omission may be one of 
memory. These goal=objects (brands) have attributes whi,ch pet'mit the 
individual to differe~tiate between them. In the example in brand A=IJ 
the attribute a.,,may be price~ attribute bJ size; attribute Cy taste; 
attribute dJ tenderness; attribute e» texture and attribute fJ odor. 
It should be noted that this individual is not aware of attribute e of 
prod:uct A-I» f of :produc.t A-II,, nor b.; c:.J eJ or f of product A=III. 
GeneraU.z:ation gra.di.ents B and C may be other generic, variables such as 
stores and distance. All attributes are not equally important in consu-
mer behavior. The evaluation of each attribute can be positive or nega= 
tive» hence the sum fo~ one product can be positive or negative in the 
sense that i.t will cont:ribu.te t.o the gratification of whatever set of 
needs has been set in motion. In terms of this modelJ objects and the 
attributes of objects become the means to an end ••• the means of grati-
fication of needs. 
In the diagrammatic illu.strationj the feedback system operates back 
through society. Obviously the sanctions of society delineate areas 
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where behavior is permissibleo But learning also is conditioned and 
determined by the particular social :i..nstitutions and sanctions 0 There-
fore, learning will depend upon communicative abilityj the languagej 
interaction of people in groups» and institutions contributing to and 
controlling communications. 
A common theoretical position among sociologistsJ economists and 
social psychologists is that mu.:.h behavior is influenced by the refer= 
ence groups to which indi''lriduals belong, Recentlyi there has been a 
tendency to speak of s ta t·1.J1.s role rather than reference groups, avoiding 
the necessity for specifying some. actual' groups of people. In any case.v 
prediction of individual behavior requires predicting just which groups 
or status role will be seen as relevant and important» and secondJ what 
sort of actions will be seen as increasing status affiliations or as 
satisfying the requireme.nts of that group or role. 
Level of Consumer Decision=Making 
It is the thesis of this paper that consumer purchasing behavior 
patterns are determined by ec.onomic and environment.al factors i in :rela-
tion with the values of the ethnic groups which she is associated. How 
she orientates the product to a particular situation with her etb.tr.i<C-, 
group values or status role will depend to a large extent on her indivi= 
dualityJ op:i.nionsJ beliefsJ and past experiences. 
The write:rr: has endeavored to prove this hypothesis by analyzing 
dat.a on sales of 9 a.nd consumers 0 favorableness towardJ buffalo fish for 
significant diffeir.ences amori.g economic and Emnrir.onment factors, at11d 
ethnic groups. 
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Recognition by the consumer of their needs to be satisfied is the 
beginning process. The intervening processes involve the orientation 
of factual information about product attributes and evaluation of the 
relative effectiveness. Such technical know-how must then be matched 
with market know-how; that is, how these products are identified in the 
marketJ how they are packaged1 displayed, advertised and sold and where 
they are available. The final step prior to purchase is a resolution 
of the cost with other demands on the funds available. This resolution 
within a family may take several fonns depending upon the household 
organization and relative power of the decision-making forces within 
the household. Actual purchase is followed by preparation for use and 
decision as the competing or complementary products that will accompany 
evaluation of the end product in use. The evaluation supplies informa-
tion about the future needs and the potentialities of similar products 
for meeting such needs in the future. 
Experimental Procedure 
There is no known method for predicting the future with certainty. 
Instead, generalizations can be made about the influence of variables 
when they are studied in relation with other variables under controlled 
conditions. Generalizations can indicate the direction of change, and 
perhaps the magnitude of change in certain basic assumptions are main= 
tained. Through this knowledge of the way in which certain variables 
react.under assumed conditions, it may be possible to predict the way 
in which the variables will react under similar conditons in the future. 
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Sample Design 
Variations in consumer behavior arising out of differences in back-
ground can be determined only with a sample sufficiently large and diver-
sified to perm.it the isolation of homogeneous sub-groups. 
The metropolitan areas of Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma, and Little Rocki 
Arkansas.? were selected as providing sufficient diversity to permit the 
study of variations in sales of buffalo fish. The areas also presented 
different levels of consumer awareness of the product., as well as :region= 
al differences in consumption patterns. 
Two experimental techniques for measuring variations in consumer 
behavior were used in the study. To determine if homemakers would dis= 
criminate between a ready=to=cook product and conventional form of dressed 
fish.~ and to gain knowledge about consumer acceptance under actual pur-
chasing conditions.9 a. matched-lot experimental design was used to dis-
19 play fish for sale in 12 supermarkets. Six of the food stores were 
in the Oklahoma City a;rea and six in the Little Rock area. To eva.luatE~ 
consumer satisfaction with fltnd opinions of the test productsJ a household 
survey was made among the fish=pu:rchasing families contacted at these 12 
:retail outlets. 
The selection of the sample stores was made by the management of 
the cooperating chains in consultation with the people connected with 
the study. An effort was made to select two stores with similar charac-
teristics and trade areas to be representative of three levels of income 
in each metropolitan area. 
19 The term 11 dressedv 1 refers to a fish that has had the head removed" 
and has been scaled and gutted. 
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The fish used in the study were packaged in conformity with the 
usual packaging procedure of the cooperating stores. Special care was 
taken to insure that the packages appeared no different to the buyers 
than the usual package of fresh meat. The ready-to-cook and the whole-
dressed forms of buffalo fish were offered for sale in adjacent displays 
in the self=service meat counter in harmony with the usual method of 
display. The position of the two forms of fish were alternated at regu-
lar intervals to eliminate any possibility of influence on sales due to 
one product having a more convenient location. 
Analytic.al Methods 
The survey was conducted during the first two weeks in November 
and the first two weeks in December of 1958j in both metropolitan areas. 
The fish were offered for sale on WednesdayJ Thursday3 and Friday of 
each week in the Oklahoma City area and on Thursdayj Friday and Satur-
day in the Little Rock stores. The difference in the days of week used 
between the two cities was due to sales policies of the cooperating 
grocery chains. 
To obtain data on volume of sales and merchandising methodsJ infor-
mation was colleC'.ted by the store audit technique from the si.x retail 
food outlets in each me tropol:i'.. tan are.a. Four audits were made J each 
covering a three=day period. During each audit periodJ data were 
collected from each sample store on number of purchases, price, form, 
and volume of fish sold. In addition» information on the number of cus-
tomers patroni:d.ng the test store.s during the audit period was obtained 
from the s to:i::·e management. 
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Store patrons were inte.rv:l..ewed just after they had purchased a 
prepackaged fish item in the selected stores. Interviewers were sta-
tioned near the meat counter during certain store hours. The hours the 
interviewers were in the stores were varied by days and stores to pro-
vide a ri:mdom sampling of CiL''.stomers throughout the store 9 s ope.rating 
hoursQ 
Since it was impractical to c:onduct very long interviews in the 
stores.~ only readily apparent ,quest:iLons were ascertained along with 
the name,» address 9 telephone rn:imber and permission to interview them 
after the fish hadl been consume::L The telephone method of interviewing 
was used to obtain information f1rom purchasers of fish, When families 
did not have telephone. serviceJ an interviewer visited the home to ob-
tain the information, 
Varia.tions in consumer concepts and sales of buffalo fishy rising 
out of differences in ethnic groups 3 can be determined only if the dis-
tribution of soreio·~cultural characteristics of the population is known, 
In:fox:ma tion on popJ\ula ti.on charac te:cis tics» suc.h as number of households J 
size of householdsJ number of families with children u:nde:rr 12 yea.rs of 
age., nationality.9 income 9 and oc.cupa.tional distr.·ibutlon in the trade 
area of each sample store was ascertained from the 1960 United States 
Census of Population. 
The t.tade ax:·eas for each test sto:re we:re deU.neated by ma:rking 
the home address of each :fish purchaser on a city map, These area 
bounda:des were then substantiated by personnel of the cooperating 
stores, When a trade area fell wholly within a census trac. t J trac. t 
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information was obtained. Whenever a trade area fell within two or more 
census tractsJ individual city block data were used. 
Scale analysis was used to rank the respondents in terms of favor-
ableness of their attitudes toward buffalo fish. Answers to questions 
from the household interviews were used to construct an acceptability 
scale" These questions were described to obtain not only the opinions 
of the homemaker for!' or aga.inst, the test :i..teml but to measure the in-
tensity of these likes and dislikes. 
These :ratings were not expected to form a true scale. They did)l 
howeverJ result in a quasi=scale suitable for grouping the respondents 
into categories based on different levels of favorableness. Since the 
primary purpose in using scale analysis in this instance was to have an 
objective basis for separating the respondents into broad groupings 
based on diffat>ing degt·ees of favorableness of attitudes toward the p:ro-
ducts.9 a high degree of re.prod!Jicibility of ranking was not considered 
essential. 
The scale ranged. from l fo:i:: extreme dislikeJ to 5 for complet(!ll 
satisfaction. The midpoint in the scaleJ 11neither likeJ nor dislike/' 
was equivalent to 3» numerically. 
Statistical Model 
A multiple regression model was developed to estimate the influence 
of selected socio~economic characteristics of the population on the ratio 
of purchasers of buffalo fish to stot:e customers and to the intensity of 
consu1me.r satisfa<:::.tion. with the fish. The regression analysis technique 
possesses the advantage of allowing combinations of all types of 
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characteristicsJ psychologicalJ economic and sociological, in a single 
equation. Classifying variables can be included in a regression model 
by assigningl1 for each observationJ a value of unity to the sub-class 
in which that particular observation occurs and zero to all other sub-
classes. 
The analysis of aggregates affords caution in certain respects; 
statistical significance does not imply economic significance. The 
statistical test affords confidence in a statement about differences 
relative to the measurement data which have been utilized. 
A large number of factors were expected to affect the sales of 
buffalo fish. Those considered most important, and which were measurable, 
were price of fishJ geographic location of marketsj income status of con-
sumersi race of purchaser 3 occupation of head of householdJ size of house~ 
hold and composition of the family. 
The following equation was used as the model. 
yj ""' a+ mlxmlj + m2x ~ + glx j + g2x . + S3Xg3j + tl xt j + t2:l\ . + m.2J gl g2J 1 2J 
1\X . + r2xr2j + o1x . + 02Xo2j + o3x , + s 1~~ j + S2Xs2j + s,x . + ?: 1 J OlJ 03J ~l ;j S3J 
''\X ' + c2x . + plE j + PzX . + P3X • + P4X . + P5X j + p6x . + 
'\J . c2J pl PzJ . P3J P4J P5 p6J 
(3.1) 
a "" constant 
m = market loc:ations 
g == income areas 
t == time pe-riod.s 
r = race of customers 
o = occupation of head of household 
s = size of household 
c = composition of family 
p = price per pound for fish 
E.= random error in observation j (j = lj 2 •••j 189i942) 
J 
Y "" 1 if ,customer bought buffalo fish 
j O if customer did not buy buffalo fish 
where j ~ l» 2» ···» 189j942 
= 1 if customer falls in sub=class m1 
0 otherwise 
where :t "' 1 J 2 
x = 1 if customer falls in sub=class g. 
81 0 otherwise :t 
Similarly :for l\.:, i "" l» 2; X i :::, 1, 2; r. ;I 
:1l. :l 
X j i :::, 1» 2.9 3» ;if, i = l» 2; X i ... 1.1 
s' C, J pi J :l 11.. 
X i = 1, 2j 
oi fl 
2;1 0 0 0 ;) 1. 
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3;-
This implies that x + x j ""N (the total number of observation)J 
mij m2 
x , + x . + x = N» and similarly for each classification. 
81J g2J g3j 
The system of :not·mal equations is as follows where the summations 
are over all obse~vations. 
aN + mlzx + m2zx + gll;X • 9 + + P71:X ... IY 
ml m2 gl P7 
2 y azx + m1 zx + m2.zx X + gll;X :% + + P7IX x "" zx ml .~ ml ml m2 ml gl :; ml P7 ml 
azx + m 1:X X + 2 + gl 1;:K X :; + 000 + P7EX x ... 1:X y 




Notice that ~x x = 0.1 since fo:r any obse:rvation either x = l and 
m.1 m':I m1 
,L ,;. 
similarly for all cross-products within classifications. 
for instanceP equals the number of customers 
since or 1. "" number of 
cus tome:rs. in market 1 wi. thin income 2 since x x = 1 if and. only if 
, m .~ 
1 g2 
Equation 3.2 has 25 unknowns and only 17 independent equationsJ when 
all sub-classes are included, the coefficients are not independent. In 
order to overcome this difficultyJ one sub-class is given a value of zero 
in all classifications. The coefficient associated with each of the 
other sub00 cla2ses is then interpreted as a deviation from the base. The 
coefficients can be estimated by the method of least squares as in the 
usual regression proci~dures ~ however» the intercept includes the value 
for the base cl.asses, Also the: unknown a.:re the cons tan ts which define 
the functional relationship among the variables. 20 
The equ.a tions fo1, the modified sys tern beicomes: 
Y. 
"" 
a~ + u + D + g,~ X ' + t~x , + r 0x + '"1loX + o~x + m1x , glxg,j J ml J le t 1 J ···1 I'lj VI. ' o2j ,:. 82J 4 o1J L, 
.JC 
r ix + P1X , + u + ,..,ux + pux + u + p]x , + E,, (3,3) '""l". ' p?x ·' P3 ' p~x , ClJ P1J - P2J - P3J . 4 p ., .)I P5J 0 p J 1.J 4.,J 6 
To analyze the rE:ht:i.onship between ethnll.c gir.m1p values and home-
make.rs O :favorableness towait:d buffalo fish as mea.sured by their 
20A. D. Se.aleJ Jr.» Ro A. King and. L. C, MartinJ Vegetables Prices 
and Maidce.t Structure in Southeastettl North Carolina 5 North Carolina Agri-
cultural Exper:i.men.t StaticmJ Technical Bulletin No, 13~}; AugustJ 1958. p.48. 
,Thomas E, Tr1;1mel,1 Adyanced. Statistic_§, for, ~icultural Economis,ts,1 
unpublished manuscript.2. pp, ~00. R. L. Anderson ano. T. A, BancroftJ 
Statistical Theoia: in Kesearcl}J (New Yorky 1952) pp. 278-2.84. 
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acceptability score on an hedonic scale, a similar model was constructed. 
Four socio- econc1mic characteristics P were added. to those analyzed in equa-
tion 3.1, with the exception of price of fish. These were: form of fish 
purchased) frequenc::y of se1tv:fog fish» impulse buying and religious prefer-
ence of the purchasers. 
The following model including the additional variables was used: 
(3.4) 
In using these models,? the following two assumptions are necessary: 
(1) that the error te::nn is normally and independently distributed with 
zero means and constant variance, and (2) the classifying variables are 
independent of each other with no interaction. 
The deviation coefficient associated with each of the sub-classes 
is interpreted as a premium or discount from the base sub-class in each 
classification. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The major constituents belie~Jed important in determining if a pro-
duct will sell at any giv'en time are the economic conditions and the 
consumer conception of the product" The economic variables assumed to 
affect sales of buffalo fish were pricej form and availability of the 
product~ and the economic status of the consumer. The conceptual image 
of the product developed by the consumer was assumed to be conceived by 
her past experiences, beliefsy and attitudes, and with these harmonizing 
with the values of the sccio-ethnic groups of which she is associated. 
A marketi.ng innovation or acceptance of product may have a better 
chance of success if it is introduced in a community where the product 
or similar products are widely known than in a community where the aware-
ness level of the product is low. Little Rock, with its location on the 
Arkansas R:i.verj and its pro:idmity to the rice. area and the rivers of 
Eastern Arkansas .9 has considerable trade in fresh fish. On the other 
hand.9 Oklahoma Cityj located on the edge of the Great Plains area;> has 
very limited access to fresh fish. Therefore~ the differences in the 
level of awareness of buffa!o fish by the population of the two areas 
was extt'emely large. 
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The Influence of Economic Factors on Sales 
To eliminate the effects of the variability in customer traffic 
flow among the 12 test stores and to facilitate the analysis of the 
data.i all sales data were conve1eted to sales per thousand store 
customers. Hereafterj all sales will be reported on the basis of 
sales per thousand store patrons unless otherwise noted. 
Effects of Income Status of Consumer on Sales 
Considerable variability occurred among the stores in the sale 
of buffalo fish. Sales ranged from a low of 5.3 to a high of 22.6 
per thousand store patrons. When the stores were grouped according 
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to regional location, the sales were highest in Little Rock (11.6) and 
the lowest in Oklahoma City (8.0). Holding other factors constantJ 
Little Rock stores averaged 2.9 sales per thousand store customers more 
than did Oklahoma City stores. This difference was highly significant 
(see Appendix Table 1), 
The clientelle of stores located in the low income areas purchased 
considerably more buffalo fish per thousand customers than did patrons 
of stores in the upper two income areas (Table I). The computed devia-
tions in sales of buffalo fish associated with income status of con-
sumers were substantial between the low income area and each of the two 
higher income areas. HoweverJ a large proportion of patrons of stores 
in high income areas purchased buffalo fish than did customers of medium 
income stores. The deviations in sale.s were small and insignificant, 
This relationship co,nfirms the expectation that families i.n low income 




BUFFALO FISH SALES PF'P 'T'FIOUSAND STORE CUSTOMERS AND SELECTED STATISTICS 
RELATED TO INCOME AREAS, OIU.AHOMA CITY Mm LITTLE ROCK 
-
Sales by Income Areasa -
Markets Low Medium High All 
Numb et' Number Number Number 
Combined mairke ts 16 o2 1.2 7.9 907 
Oklahoma. City 13.3 600 6.5 8.0 
Little Rock 19.7 8.5 9.4 1106 
Selected Statistics on Differences 
Income Deviation Standard 
Comgarison Values Error 
Combined markets Low-medium -7 0 3032 0.9634 
Oklahoma City Low=medium -~09163 1.1234 
Little Rock Low=medium -603782 1.1638 
Combined markets Low=high =6.0782 .6756 
Oklahoma City Low-high -6.0840 .8462 
Little Rock Low=high -5.3521 1.5!.ll 
Combined ma:rkets Mediu.m=high 1.2250 .9634 
Oklahoma City Medium-high .8823 1.5592 
Little Roc,k Medium-high 1.0261 1.0886 
a The median annual in~omes were~ 
Low i.ncome a1te.as» Oklahoma City,9 $3J696;; Little Rock $3J328J 
Medi~m income areas» Oklahoma CityJ $6,382; Little Rock)) $5J669, 












bThe deg1tee of freedom for this model equals the number of observa= 
tions, minus one. Then for "t'' values in thi.s study, the degrees of 
freedom will be infinite. 
**Significant at the. one p,et'cent level. 
Effects of Time of Study on Sales 
Sales data were obtained for two periods of two weeks each, A sale-
week ran from Wednesday through Friday in Oklahoma City; and f:rom Thurs-
day through Saturday in Llttle Rock" Preliminary analysis of the sales 
data indicate that there was not an.y significant difference in sales due 
to the different days making up a sales week, 
For the Oklahoma City markE:t» sales during the second pe.riod-- the 
first two ·weeks in December--i:,rere two per thousand store pat:rons less 
than during the first two-,week period in November, This deviation 
coefficient was significant at the one percent level (Appendix Table I). 
The diff.e:rence in sales of buffalo fish due to the different time-period 
was not a major consideration in the Little Rock market, 
Effects of Form of Fish on Sales of Buffalo Fish 
At the time of this studyJ relatively little information was avail-
able as to consumers,; satisfaction wi th3 reaction to 3 and knowledge of 
sales of a ready-to-cook package form of fresh fish through supermarkets, 
The retail store displays provided consume1rs an oppo,ctuni ty to express 
their pr efe:rences, Home,makers in Oklahoma City pu:rchased the dressed 
form more extens than did homemakers in Little Rock, Combining 
the two ·ma1r:kets J housewives f:a:Hed to show any definite preference for 
ei.ther for.rm, Appro:idmately one out of two homemakers purchased the 
ready-to-cook form (Table n)" 
In the. case of the whole dressed formJ the incidence of purchases 
differed considerably among the in.come groups» especially in Little 
Rock, However, when the effects of' price va.riations were eliminatedy 
TABLE II 
SALES OF BUFFALO FISH PER THOUSAND STORE CUSTOMERS AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FORM OF 
FISH, BY INCOME AREAS, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Sales by Income Areas and Form of Fisha 
Low Medium High Total 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Quan- Dress- Pan- Quan- Dress- Pan Quan- Dress- Pan= Quan- Dress- Pan-·· 
Location tity ed Ready tity ed Ready tity ed Ready tity ed Ready 
Noo Perc~nt Noo Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Oklahoma City 12 .4 66.7 33.3 5.6 54.8 45.2 6.0 70.0 3000 8.0 5702 42.8 
Little Rock 18.3 55.4 44.6 7.9 62o9 37.1 8.7 45.9 54.1 11.6 46.1 53.9 
Both Areas 15 00 58o7 41.3 6.7 5906 40.4 7.3 56.4 43.6 9o7 50.5 49 05 
a Dressed form is with the head off, scaled and gutted. 
Pan-ready is cut-up, ready to cooko 
~ 
l,J 
difference in sales between the two forms and among the income areas 
were not significant, 
Effects on Price on Sales 
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If an industry i.s to be successful, the price of the product in the 
markec must cover the cost of producing and marketing the product, Also, 
if a product is to be acceptable to the consumer, it must be priced com-
petitively with c.ompeting products, An attempt was made to use prices 
in this study that would be in line with these conditions. 
Dressed buffalo fish was priced at 49 cents per pound in the stores 
in the low income areas and in one-half of the stores in the medium in-
come areas, For the. other stores in the medium income areas and for all 
stores in the high income areas, the price was 54 cents per pound, 
Eliminating the effects of income areas and other factors;; the de-
viation coefficient is an estimate of the effects of price on sales of 
dressed buffalo fish, The effect of a five-cent change in price per 
pound resulted in a change in the opposite direction in purchases of 
buffalo fish of 5,25 and 7,38 per thousand store patrons in Oklahoma City 
and Little Rock} respectively, The difference for the two markets com-
bined was 5,97 sales per thousand store customers, The differences in 
sales due to a five-cent divergence in price were significant at the 
one percent level (Table III). 
The relationship between prices paid for dressed buffalo fish and 
adjusted average household purchases for the three areas is presented 
graphically in Figure 2. 
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TABLE III 
BUFFALO FISH SALES PER THOUSAND STORE CUSTOMERS AND SELECTED STATISTICS 
RELATED TO PRICE VARIATIONS, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Dressed Pan-ready· 



















- Selected Statistics on Differences -
Price Deviation Standard "t" 
Comparison Values Error Value 
Combined markets 49¢-54,f. -5.9718 .9933 6.0121** 
Oklahoma City 49¢-54¢ -5.2522 1.0347 5.0760** 
Little Rock 49¢-54¢, - 7. 3828 1.1753 6.2816** 
Combined markets 65¢,-70¢ -6.0858 1.0095 6.0285** 
Oklahoma City 65,f.- 70,f. -3.2082 1.0191 3.1481** 
Little Rock 65,f.-70,f. -11.5914 1.2741 9. 0977** 
Combined markets 70¢-75,f. -2.9851 .9640 3.0966** 
Oklahoma City 70,f.-75¢, -2.2854 1.0058 2 .2 722* 
Little Rock 70¢,-75¢ "'5.4294 1.2911 4.2053** 
Combined markets 65¢-75,f. -9.0709 1.8743 4.8396** 
Oklahoma City 65,f.- 75¢ =5.4936 1.2491 4.3980** 
Little Rock 65¢=75¢ -17 0 0208 1.6410 10. 3722** 
**Significant at the one percent level. 
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Jfllgure 2. R.elationsh:!l.p between prices of dressed buffalo· fish 
and adjusted sales pe:r thousand store custome:ts.i Oklahoma 
City and Little Rock, 
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The ready-to-cook form of buffalo fish was priced at five-cent 
intervals. In stores in the low income areas, it was priced at 65 
cents per pound in one-half, and at 70 cents per pound in the other 
half of the stores. In the medium income areaj the prices were 70 
cents per pound in two of the four stores and 75 cents per pound in 
the other two stores. One-half of the high income stores priced the 
pan-ready form at 65 cents per pound and the other half of the stores 
at 75 cents per pound. 
Testing for differences in sales due to differences in price within 
income areasj by the analysis of variance technique, the only difference 
found to be significant was in the low-income area in the Little Rock 
market. It was significant at the 5 percent level of confidence. 
The deviation coefficients in TablelI[are the estimated relation-
ship between prices paid and purchases of pan-ready buffalo fish. The 
effects of an increase of 5 cents per pound (65 cents to 70 cents) was 
a decrease in the sales of 3.21 in Oklahoma City and 11.59 in Little 
Rock, or an average for both markets of 6.08 per thousand store custo= 
mers. 
The decrease in sales of ready-to-cook buffalo fish associated with 
the five-cent increase in price from 70 cents to 75 cents per pound was 
not as pronounced as the decrease in sales was for the preceeding price 
increase of 5 cents per pound. However, the effect of the five=cent 
price increase on sa.u.es was significant at the one percent level in 
both markets. 
A change in the price of buffalo fish in the range of 10 cents per 
pound resulted in an opposite change in sales of the magnitude of 5.5 
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to 17.0 per thousand store patronsi assuming the effect of the other 
variables remained constant. The relationships between the price vari-
ation for ready-to-cook buffalo fish and the adjusted sales for the 
three areas are presented in Figure 3. An indication of average price 
elasticity of the demand for pan-ready buffalo fish, based on the re-
lationship between the 10 cents increase in prices paid and the adjust-
ed sales for the three areas is also presented in Figure 3. 
Sunnnary 
Results of the analysis indicates that economic factors influenced 
consumers purchases of buffalo fish. 
Sales per thousand store customers among consumers within low in-
come status areas were considerably higher than among consumers in high 
income status groups. Sales were relatively low averaging 8 and 12 per 
thousand store customers in Oklahoma City and Little Rocki respectively. 
It needs to be pointed out again, that especially in Oklahoma City this 
was a new product on the market for the first time without any promo-
tion and advertising program. Therefore, the level of consumer aware-
ness of the product was extremely low. 
Eliminating price variations, consumer preference for form of fish 
purchased was not significant. Consumers were rather responsive to small 
changes in price, especially for the dressed form of fish. 
The Influence of Environmental Factors on Sales 
A connnon theoretical postulate among many sociologistsj economistsj 
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Little Rock. 
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is influenced by reference or environmental group values. The question 
then becomes, can these group values and motives be measured so that a 
marketer can delineate the demand for his product into more homogenous 
areas or sub=groups. 
Effects of Occupation of Head of Household on Sales 
The possibility was anticipated that family consumption of buffalo 
fish might be influenced by the type of occupation of the principal wage 
earner. Using the United States Census of Population classifications, 
the following three large fairly-homogeneous groups were composed: 
group A, the white-collar class, consisting of Professional, Semi-Pro-
fessional, Proprietors, Managers, and Officials; group B, the blue-collar 
classJ including Clerk, Sales, and kindred workers, Craftsmen, foremen 
and kindred workers, and operators and kindred workers; and group c, the 
unskilled class, composed of domestic service workers, service workers, 
and laborers. 
There was a substantial difference in the purchases of buffalo fish 
among the three occupational groupings. In Oklahoma City more than 14 
purchases per thousand store customers were by consumers from the un-
skilled group. Households in the blue-collar group accounted for seven 
purchases and families from the white=collar group only 4.3 purchases of 
buffalo fish per thousand store patrons. The pattern of sales in Little 
Rock was in the same direction as in Oklahoma CityJ but the proportion 
of sales was higher in the white and blue-collar groupsj (Table IV). 
The deviation coefficients are estimations of the differences in 
sales of buffalo fish associated with the different groups of occupation 
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TABLE IV 
BUFFALO FISH SALES PER THOUSAND'STORE CUSTOMERS AND SELECTED STATISTICS 
RELATED TO OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, OKLAHOMA CITY 
AND LITTLE ROCK 
= Sales by Occupations of Head of Household= 
Markets Grou2 Aa Grou;e Bb Grou:e cc All 
:Number Number Number Number 
Combined markets 6.5 8.8 14.4 9.7 
Oklahoma City 4.3 7.0 14.1 8.0 
Little Rock 9.2 9.5 15.3 11.6 
Occupation Deviation Standard II tli 
Com:earison Values Error Value 
Combined markets Group A - Group B 2.6900 .5821 4.6212** 
Oklahoma City Group A = Group B 2.8419 .6673 4.2588** 
Little Rock Group A= Group B 2 .1262 .6554 3.7441** 
Combined markets Group A - Group C 6.6135 .6393 10.3449** 
Oklahoma City Group A - Group C 8.2761 .8244 10.0389** 
Little Rock Group A - Group C 4.9176 1.0145 4.8473** 
Combined markets Group B - Group C 3.9235 .5460 7.1859** 
Oklahoma City Group B - Group C 5.4342 • 7513 7.2331** 
Little Rock Group B - Group C 2.7914 .9151 3.0504** 
a Group A includes pi:·ofessional J Semi-Professional, Proprietors:, 
Managers, and Officials. 
b Group B includes Clerk:, Sales, and kindred workers, Craftsmen, 
foremen and kindred workers J and O?erators and kindred workers. · 
cGroup C includes the unskilled classJ composed of domestic 
service workersJ service workersJ and laborers. 
**Significant at the one percent level. 
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of head of household. The computed effects of unskilled workers com-
pared with white-collar workers·were an increase of 6.6 sales per 
thousand store patrons. The calculated deviation for blue-collar 
workers compared with white-collar workers was 3.9 sales per thousand 
store patrons. 
Families of unskilled workers apparently consumed more buffalo 
fish than did families in the other two occupational groups. A larger de-
viation in sales existed among occupation groups in Oklahoma City than in 
Little Rock. 
Effects of Size of Household on Sales of Buffalo Fish 
It was assumed that differences in the size of households would re-
sult in a difference in the amount of buffalo fish purchased. The 
analysi~ of the data shows that a positive relationship exists between 
size of household and purchases. The ratio of purchasers to nonpurchas-
ers was considerably larger among the smaller two size groups. 
In the Little Rock marketj as household size decreased from the 
large size group to either the medium or small size group~ sales de= 
creased slightly more than seven per thousand store customers. The same 
pattern was true for Oklahoma City, but the decrease in sales was of 
less magnitude. Analysis of the data did not indicate any significant 
difference in sales between the medium and small size household 
(Table V). 
Effects of Composition of Family on Sales 
It was anticipated that mothers with children under 12 years of age 
would discriminate against buffalo fish because of the abundance of small 
bones. The estimated effect of children under 12 years of age on 
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TABLE V 
BUFFALO FISH SALES PER THOUSAND STORE CUSTOMERS AND SELECTED STATISTICS 
RELATED TO SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD» OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Sales by Size of Households 
Markets Small8 Medium6 Largec All 
Combined markets 7.7 8 '1 . ' 12.5 9 7 • J 
Oklahoma City 6,6 8,3 12.2 8.0 
Little Rock 91)2 9.5 15.3 1L6 
Selected Statistics on Differences 
Household' Deviation Standard II tll 
9om_Ea:rison= Values Error Value 
Combined markets Small=mediu.m 0,912.6 ,6279 1.4550 
Oklahoma City Small=medium 0.9468 .6747 L4033 
Little Rock Smal l=me.dit:im 0.0305 1.0306 .0296 
Combined markets Small-large 4,8778 .8273 5. 8960'** 
Oklahoma City Small= large 4,2199 .5012 8,4196*1t 
Little Rock Small=l.arge 7.1320 1. Oli-36 6.8340** 
Combi.ned markets Medium~· large 3. 9652 .8682 4.56 72** 
Oklahoma Ci.ty Me,dium=la:rge 3.2131 ,6515 5 ,0239'l'de 
Little Rock Medium-large 7,1015 L0471 6,7821** 
aSmal l size household inc.;lude:s 1 or 2 members. 
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household pmrchases was an inc:;,:-ease of 8.3 sales per thousand store 
patrons in Little Rock and a decrease of 2.4 sales in Oklahoma City. 
These differences were highly significant (Appendix Tables II and III). 
This relationship cor.ttI'adicts the e:l!:pectation that fa.mi.lies with chil= 
dren under 12 years of age would consume less buffalo fish than 
families without small child:ren" 
Summary 
The variation in the ratio of purchasers to nonpurchasers of buffalo 
fish vaided significantly among sub 00 dasses within the majot' reference 
groups. Analysis of data for sub=groups within the occupation and house= 
hold size classifications indicated significant differences existed in 
sales penr thousand. customers. FamiH.es with children 1.mde:r 12 years of 
age purchased buffalo fish at the approximate ratio of 3 to 2 over 
families without young children" 
The Influen~e of Ethnic Group Values on Sales 
lim every society c.hUd:ren belong to the social and religious groups 
of their pat'ents. By virtue of these kinships the ch:Udren usually take 
on the likes,. dislikes and prejudices of their parents. 
Effects of Race of Pur~haser on Sales 
All respondents were classified as either Negro (Colored) or White. 
Oriental and other r,9.ces. we:K:'e relatively 11.mimportant in the t•,.•o areas 
covet·ed by this study. In the combined market area 1 Negroes accounted. 
for slightly more than one= tenth of the sample numberI·J but represented 
approximately one=third of the pure.ha.sen of buffalo fish. This 
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relationshp was practically the same for both marketsJ the differences 
being more pronounced in Oklahoma City (Table VI). 
The deviation coefficients are estimates of the effects of race on 
the purchases of buffalo fish. The values of the deviations varied for 
the two marketsJ but wsre significant at the one percent level in both 
cities. When other factors were held constant~ the deviation coeffi-
cients for Oklahoma City and Little Rock were =24,4 and -21.5, re.spec= 
tively. 
Effects of Religious Preference on Sales 
It was assumed that diffe~ences in religious preference of the 
consumer would influence the sales of buffalo fish. UnfortunatelyJ the 
1960 United States Census of Population data did not list religious pre-
ference of the population on a census tract or city block area. 
By making certain assumptions» an indication of the effect of re= 
ligious preference of the consumers on sales of buffalo fish may be sur-
mised. An indication of the relationship may be i;:idicated by assum-
ing that the customers purchasing buffalo fish in the test stores were 
representative of the total population in Oklahoma City and in Little 
Rock.11 and using information on church membet·ship affiliations compiled. 
by the National Council of the Churches of Christ. 1 
A higher percentage of purchasers of buffalo fish in Oklahoma City 
were of the Catholic and Jewish Faiths than the percentage of the total 
population. In Little Rock the reverse of this was indicated (Table VII). 
1National Council of the Churches of Christ, Church and Church Mem-
bership in the United States~ Se!'i.es DJ Num.ber l and 2~ (New Yorky 193'7). 
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TABLE VI 
SALES OF BUFFALO FISH ll'ER THOUSAND STORE CUSTOMERS, PERCENTAGE OF SAMPLE 
AND SALES ASSOCIATED WITH RACE OF PURCHASER.:, OKLAHOMA CITY 
AND LITTLE ROCK 
=""™'™"'======-==-~-===~~s ~·· -=:~=·=""""'==========-=,:,;:-=::=m=:-=:==-===-=..,_"""=.i==-= 
___§~les of Buffalo Fish bv Race of Pmr:chasers8 
Caucasian Negro 
Sales per Percentage of sales Per Percentage of 
15 000 Total 11 000 Total 






























Ca\L!lt:as ian~· Neg,ro 













aAll respondents wei::"e classified as either Caucasian or Neg:r.o, 
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TABLE VII 
CHURCH AFFILIATIONS OF PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH COMPARED TO 
THE TOTAL POPULATION» OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
- Chuirch Affiliations. -
Protestant Catholic Jewish 
Location Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Oklahoma City a 
Population 119 87.4 95 11.5 9 1.1 
Sample 632 16.'l 146 17.8 45 5.5 
Little Roc:kb 
Population 914 90.2 87 8.6 12 1.2 
Sample 941 92.9 69 6.8 3 0.3 
Both Areas 
Population 1633 88.9 182 9.9 21 1.2 
Sample 1573 85.7 215 11.1 48 2.6 




Effects of Awareness of the Product on Sales 
One of the requisites to planning the purchase of an item is the 
knowledge that it is available in the market place and the purchaser 
being cognizant of some of its attributes. In the Oklahoma City mar-
ket where consumer awareness of fresh fish in the supermarket was ex-
tremely limited, impulse buying was very common. More than 3 out of 
4 purchasers said they had not planned to purchase fish when they came 
to the market. In Little Rock, where the buffalo fish were more widely 
available and had been on the market for a considerable period of time, 
planned buying of fish appeared to be fairly common. Slightly over 
one-half of the purchasers said they had planned to purchase fish be-
fore going into the store. 
Appearance and freshness played an important part in stimulating 
impulse purchases of buffalo fish. Homemakers mentioned these two 
things most often in describing why they bought fish when they had not 
planned to in advance. 
Summary 
There was a larger difference in the number of sales of buffalo 
fish per thousand store customer between the two racial groups than be-
tween any other socio-cultural characteristic studied. A superficial 
investigation of the available data on religious affiliation indicated 
that religious preferences of the consumer may influence sales. 
Economic Characteristics Associated With 
Consumer Satisfaction 
An hedonic acceptability scale was constructed to evaluate con-
sumers satisfaction with buffalo fish. The pattern of acceptability 
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ratings attempts to reflect the intensity to which the homemaker would 
actually like to have buffalo fish served in her home. It also re-
fleets upon the housewife 0 s willingness toward buying buffalo fish again.i 
and it gives an indication of her general over-all favorableness toward 
the product. 
To obtain an acceptability scale, the homemakers were asked to 
score the buffalo fish after it had been eaten on the following attri-
butes~ (1) appearance, (2) taste, (3) flavor, (4) aroma, (5) texture, 
and (6) their over-all opinion of the product. The descriptive hedonic 
scale used to obtain ratings from each housewife for each attribute was 
assigned numerical rating to facilitate analysis. The hedonic scale 
used to obtain these evaluations were assigned the numerical ratings of~ 
1 for "Dis like Extremely/' 2 for "Dis like Moderately,'' 3 for ''Neither 
Like nor Dislike/' 4 for "Like Moderately.,'' and 5 for "Like Extremely." 
A total score was obtained for each housewife by adding up the 
scores she gave each attribute. S:i..nce the minimum score for each attri-
bute was 1:, the maximum score was SJ and the number of attributes were 6, 
the total score for each individual ranged from 6 to 30. The respondents 
were grouped into broad homogeneous groups according to their over-all 
favorablenass toward buffalo fish. 
Acceptability rating group 1 "Dislike Extremely:," was made of house-
wives whose total rating ranged from 6 through 10. Acceptability rating 
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group 2 "Dislike Moderately," were homemakers who rated the product from 
11 through 15. Group 3 "Neither Like nor Dis like/'' was composed of re-
spondents giving the total rating from 16 through 20. Acceptability 
rating groups 4 and 5 were homemakers rating the fish from 21 through 
25 and from 26 through 30j respectively. The number and frequency of 
these ratings are shown in Table VIII. 
Thus 1 consumer satisfaction will be indicated by the two rating 
scores of 4 and S, with consumer dissatisfaction being indicated by 
acceptability scores of land 2. 
The homemaker's attitudes and opinions of buffalo fish, as measured 
by her acceptability rating score, were related statistically to cer-
tain socio-economic characteristics in an effort to determine if values 
of the ethnic groups with which she is associated influenced her con-
ceptual image of the product. 
Effects of Income Status of Consumers on Acceptability Ratings 
It is surmised that consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 
a product is influenced to an appreciable extent by her status role or 
group affiliations. 
A larger proportion of the families in the low income areas rated 
the buffalo fish satisfactory than did families in the two higher income 
groups (Figure 4). Among the low income families in Oklahoma City, 3 
out of 4 expressed satisfaction with the productJ with more than 1 out 
of these 3 housewives rating it SJ HLike Extremelyo" In Little Rock, 
approximately two-thirds of the families in the low income area rated 
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TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY OF RATINGS OF BUFFALO FISH ACCORDING TO SCALE 
, Hedonic Numerical Oklahoma City Little Rock 
Scale Rating Rating Number Percent Number Percent 
Dislike Extremely 1 122 14.8 121 110 9 
Dislike Moderately 2 108 13.1 126 12.4 
Neither Like nor Dislike 3 111 13.5 135 13.3 
Like Moderately 4 319 38.8 325 32.2 
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the buffalo fish 4 or better, with a fairly even distribution between 
"Like Moderately" and "Like Extremely." 
In the Oklahoma City medium income group, 48 percent of the pur-
chasers of buffalo fish gave the product a rating of 4, with the other 
percentage fairly evenly distributed among the other acceptability 
ratings. Of the families in the medium income group ,Jn Little Rock, 
approximately 24 percent rated the product 5, with another 40 percent 
rating i t 4, 
The pattern of acceptability rating among familie,s in the high in-
come groups was di fferent in Oklahoma Ci ty than in Lit t le Rock. In 
Oklahoma City, as the satisfaction ratings with the product decreased, 
the percentage of families in each rating category increased, In 
Little Rock, a larger proportion of families rated the product 5 "Like 
Extremely," than any other rating, More than one-half of the families 
rated it 4 and 5 , 
The mean acceptability rating for the consumers was computed for 
the three income groups for both cities, The rating varied from a low 
of 2.55 for the high income group, to a high of 3,67 for the low income 
group in Oklahoma City. This variation among income groups in Little 
Rock was of considerably less magnitude. 
The computed differences in Table IX are the estimated deviations 
in consumer satisfaction with buffalo fish as measured by the accept-
ability rating score associated among income groups within markets. A 
signi ficant observed "t" value would suggest that the computed differ-
ences in mean rating came from different populations, In the analysis 
shown in Table IX, several classifications of ratingf were indicated 
TABLE IX 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO INCOME STATUS, 
OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Ethnic. Groups Computed Standard II tll 
Markets Compa.:rison Difference Error Value 
Combined Low~medium =.1328 .0566 2.3462* 
Oklahom,~ City Low=medium =.3832 .0959 3.9961** 
Little Rock Low=medium =.1397 01010 1.3831 
Combined Medium= b.igh =.1914 .0839 2.2812* 
Oklahoma City Medium=high =.2328 .0772 3.0155** 
Little Rock. M.edium1.= !:utgh =.1393 .1081 1.2886 
Combined High=low ', 0 .3242 .0777 4. 1724** 
Oklahoma City High=low .6160 .0948 6.4978** 













8 The mean acceptability rating refers to the first.income group in 
the comparison column. 
**significant at the one percent level. 
*significant at the five percent level. 
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to be significantj hence these classifications may be useful in strati= 
fying the population into homogeneous market groups for buffalo fish. 
Difference in Consumers Satisfaction Due to Form of Fish Purchased 
Consumers preferer.ce for the form of fish consumedj as expressed 
by their acceptability ratingsj varied between the two cities. In 
Oklahoma C:U:y J a s tais f.ac toity rating score was given by 66 percent of 
the housewives rating the ready=to=cook form. This compares with only 
44 p~lCcent satisfactoiry ratings for the dressed form from housewives 
rating it. Acceptability scores» given by homemakers in Little RockJ 
indic:a.te a higher proportion favoring the dressed-form rather than the 
pan=re.ady form. Approximately 70 percent rated the dressed=form 4 or 
5, while only 57 percent gave the pan=ready this favorable a rating 
scoreJ Figure 5. 
The mean 1eatings given are the weighted average of the acceptabil= 
ity score of all consumers rating the product within the specified 
ethnic. group. It is an attempt to measut'e the group evaluation of the 
produ•~t. The averaige mean :ratings fo:r. the two fo:rm.s indicate some 
differences be.tween the two markets. That the dressed form was more 
acceptable to the Little Rock consumenrn was l!':'eflected in the 3.81 
mean ratingi whereas the mean rating of 3.19 reflects a less favorable 
attitude toward this form in Oklahoma City. 
The computed diffat'ence.s in Table X are estimates of the relation= 
ship between dressed and pan=ready forms for consumer acceptability 
ratings within the same ma:rketsJ when the effects of other socio-
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Dressed Pan-ready 
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'.Figu.lte 5 o Fr$quency of. Ac.ir:eptE.bili ty Ra. ting by Comnl!met"s » by 
Fot'm of Buffalo Fish P,u;cch;,sedJ Oklahoma City and. Little 
Rock 
TABLE X 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATIST:J;CS RELATED TO FORM PURCHASED, 
OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
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Computed Standard II t" Mean8 
Markets Form Co~arison Difference Error Value Rating 
Combined Dressed~Pan=ready =.0588 .0596 o. 9965 3.55 3.44 
Oklahoma City Dressed=Pan=ready .5367 .0566 9.4823** 3.19 3.55 
Little Rock Dressed-Pan-ready = .l,685 .0883 5.6242** 3.81 3.36 
aThe first mean acceptability rating refers to the first form 
mentioned in the form comparison column while the second rating refers 
to the second form listed. 
**significant at the one percent level. 
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in the effects of form on consumer acceptability scores were significant 
at the one percent level of con.f:i.dence. 
Differences in Consumer Satisfac.tion Due to Time Period of Purchase 
Theire was no app:recia.ble difference in the homemakers satisfaction 
with buffalo fish whether she purchased it in November or December. The 
mean acceptability :rating of 1:u:i,u,H,iwives for buffalo fish )?'Urchased in 
November w,as 3,43 fot:' the. combini£,,d market, The; mean rating for December 
was .3. 52. This diffo:rence was not significant (Appendix Table IV), 
Surnma't.'Y 
The. findings indicate that ce:r tain economic characteristics may in-
fluence consumers favorablenese toward buffalo fish, There appeared 
to be an inverse relationship of mean acceptability rating to the income 
status of the p:::rchase1c·, The ra t:frng scores were subs tan tia lly higher 
for the lower incorwz group while the higher two income groups tended 
to rate the fish at a lower hedonic scale rating, 
The pattern of. ic:m1,sume.r pref:'e:rcence for form of fish pu;1n:-.hased varied 
rather widely, with a p:ri:·oport:i.ort of Oklahoma City housewives 
favoring pan-ready, compa1ced with the Little Rock housewife preferences 
for the dressed- form of fish, 
En.vi:ronmental Char.acte:rdstics Associated With 
Consumer Sa tis fa,c tion 
I.t is surmised that z, gx:eat deal of cons11mer pure.he.sing behavior i.s 
not based on highly motivated ting of alternatives (genuine de= 
c.ision-making involvea thought.,, consideration? discussionJ and evaluating 
many facets) but relies on group opinioni expectations and similar 
types of choice previously made. 
Effects of Occupational Groups on Acceptability Rating 
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The mean acceptability ratings and the frequency patterns have 
flue tu.a ted ·rather widely wi thi.n ethnic groups at various levels of 
living. Income alone did not explain this variability. An evalu-
ation of the diffarence.s in acceptability :rating among the three broad 
occu.pational categories described earlier 3 was made to see if occupa-
tional status of the head of the household would help to explain some 
of this variability. 
The modal acceptability irating for the white=collar girie1up in Okla= 
homa City was 2.~ "Dislike Modeirately. 11 More than 50 percent of the 
respondents in this groupingJ expressed a dissatisfaction with the pro= 
duct. Only 8 out of 100 puirchase·1ts gave the pt·oduct a rating of 5)) 
nLike Extremely." The mean acceptability rating for this group was 2.26J 
the lowe.s t ra tltng gh,en by any of the e thnfo groups. 
Four was the most frequent rating given by the blue-collar group in 
Oklahoma City3 with 5 being the next most frequent ratingJ and next 
highest in Class 5 9 (26 pez·cent). It is apparent from Figure 6 that 
families :l'..n the UTn.s1d.lled working grroup » predominantly fall in the two 
upper rating c.lassesJ with 46.7 pe.~cent in class 4 and 20.7 percent in 
class 5. The mean acceptabi.U.ty ratings for the blue=collar and for 
the unskilled groups were 3.58 and 3.91P respectively. 
The same frequency pattern existed in Little Rock markets in the 
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"Like Moderately" compared with the Oklahoma City modal rating of 2, 
1tDislike Moderately.n The mean acceptability ratings for the three 
occupational groups in Little Rock were 3.24, 3.60 and 3.80 for the 
white-collar, blue=collar and unskilled workers, respectively. The 
fluctuations of the ratings within the occupational groups in Little 
Rock were not as pronounced as in the Oklahoma City groups. 
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The computed differences shown in Table XI are estimates of the 
effects of occupational groups, when other factors were held constant, 
on the acceptability rating score of homemakers for buffalo fish. A 
negative relationship was exhibited between occupational groups and 
acceptability scores. That is, as occupational status increased, the 
acceptability rating score for buffalo fish decreased. This relation-
ship was highly significant between all occupational groqps in Okla-
homa City and between the white-collar and unskilled groups in Little 
Rock, 
Effects of Size of Household on Acceptability Ratings 
It was anticipated that the size of the household of the purchaser 
might influence both the level of the over-all rating and the distri-
bution among the rating classes. The households were divided into small-
size categories on information obtained from the housewife. The small-
size group consisted of one and two member households, the medium=size 
group was composed of three and four member households and the large.-
size classification were house.holds .with five or more members. The re-
sults of the analysis of these data are shown in Figure 7. 
TABLE XI 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF 
HOUSEHOLD, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
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Occupational Computed Standard II tii Meanb 
Markets Grou.pingsa Differences Error Value Rating 
Combined Whi te=collar-Blue~·collar .4284 • 04-65 9. 2129 'ldt 2 0 78 
Oklahoma City White=collar·~Blue-c:ollar 1.1707 .0787 14.8754** 2.26 
Little Roc.k White-collar-Blue-collar ,3921 .0842 4.6593':ldt' 3.24 
Combined Blue-collar-Unskilled .2635 ,07lf9 3. 516 7'1d'i' 3.57 
Oklahoma City Blue=collar=Unskilled .1295 .0713 1.8162 3,58 
Little Rock Blue=collar=Unskilled .1602 .1162 1.3786 3.60 
Combined Unskille.d=Whi te-collar -.6919 .0826 8. 3765~h'e 3.85 
Oklahoma City Unskilled-White= collar =1.3002 .0830 15. 6650'1dt 3.91 
Little Rock Unskilled=White=collar =.5523 .1086 5 0 0856':ldf 3.80 
aWhi.te.-colla,c group include.s Professional J Serni=Professional J Pro= 
prietors _9 Managers J and Offic.:i.als. 
Blue-collar group includes Clerk, Sales, and kindred workers, 
Craftsmen 3 foremen and kindred workers, and operators and kindred 
workers. 
Unskilled group includes domes tic service workers, se.rvice workers 
and laborers, 
b Mean :ra refers to first class listed. 
.:;,.,"'aiJ., 
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It is evident that the acceptability pattern of the respondents 
varied widely among the household sizes and between the markets. The 
highest proportion of favorable acceptability ratings were found in 
the small-size household group in Little Rock and in the large-size 
group in Oklahoma City. 
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There was a wider flu~tuation in the acceptability rating given 
by homemakers in the large-size household group in Oklahoma City than 
in any other ethnic group studied. These acceptability ratings variedP 
with 2.7 p,arcent of the purchasers g;i.ving the product a rating of lP 
"Dislike Extremely / 1 L 1 pe:rcent rating it 2 J "Dislike Moderately/1 
7 percent being indifferent to the product, 47.6 percent of the consumers 
rating it 4J v1 ike Moderately/' and 17.3 percent giving it a rating of 5, 
"Like Extremely.9 " This diffex·ence reflects either a moire diverse atti-
tude toward buffalo fish by housewives in this group .i or a dif£e1cence 
in their interpt·etati.ons of the questions from which the acceptability 
rating scale was constructed. 
There appeared to be a positive relationship of the over-all ratingJ 
as measti!red by tbe mean 1ratingJ between size of household and accept-
ability of the product. That is, as houiH~hold size inc.1reases, the 
acceptability rating score increases, 
Analysis of the acceptability rati.:rng by size of household indicates 
that families in the large-size ho,;lsehold group gave buffalo fish a morce 
favorable score than families in the medium and small-size groups, 
Analysis also indicates that consumers of meditum-size families favored 
buffalo fish over consumers of small-size families (Table XII), 
TABLE XII 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH 
AND SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO SIZE OF 
HOUSEHOLD~ OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Household sizea Computed Standard 
Markets Comparison Differences Error 
Combined Small-medium .0976 .0345 
Oklahoma City Small=medium .0198 .0922 
Little Rock Small=medium .2473 .0971 
Combined Medium-large .2935 .0850 
Oklahoma City Medium=large .2476 .1031 
Little Rock Medium=large .3969 .1248 
Combined Large=small = 0 3911 .0880 
Oklahoma City Large=small - .26 74 .0776 
Little Rock Large-small =.6442 .1308 
a Small household had one or two members. 
Medium=size household had three or four members. 
























b The mean rating refers to the first size in the column in household 
size comparison. 
**significant at the one percent level. 
*significant at the five percent level. 
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Effects of Composition of Family on Acceptability Rating 
Examination of the acceptability ratings of family groups with 
children under 12 years of age revealed that the over-all pattern of 
favorableness toward buff.do fish was lower than for family groups 
without children under 12 years of age. In Oklahoma City, the mean 
rating of the family group with children was 3, 09 .i compared with 3. 52 
mean rating for family groups without small children. The. difference 
in the mean rating be.tween the two groups in Little Rock was in the same 
direction.i but of smaller magnitude. 
The computed differences between the two groups in each market is 
an estimate of the effects children under 12 years of age have on the 
families O acceptabi.lity score for buffalo fi.sh. The relationship was 
highly significant for Oklahoma CityJ but not significant for Little 
Rock (Appendix Tables IX an.cl X). 
Summary 
The environmental groups of size of household» composition of 
familyJ and occupation of head of household; all had highly significant 
differences among sub-classes within the mean classifications. Large= 
size households of the unskilled workers rated the buffalo fish the 
highest on the acceptability scale, 
Ethnic Group Characteristics Associ.ated 
With Consumer Satisfaction 
Every ethnic group has its own apperceptions and traditions which 
tend to sterotype the behavior patterns of its members. As a result of 
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these relations there exists habitsJ attitudes, and motives which inter-
vene by influencing how stimuli are perceived and how the individuals 
react to them, 
Effects of Race of Consumers on Acceptability Ratings 
The race of the purchaser. showed a more pronounced effect on home-
makers1 attitudes toward buffalo fish than did any other ethnic group 
characteristics studied, 
White housewives tended to give poorer, general, over-all ratings, 
while colored housewives in general rated the buffalo fish higher. 
Eighty-five percent of the colored homemakers in Oklahoma City gave the 
product an acceptability rating score of 4 ands, with less than 6 per-
cent giving it an unsatisfactory rating. The modal acceptability rat-
ing given by Negro families in Li. ttle Rock was 5, "Like Extremely,'' 
On the other hand.i although the modal acceptability rating was 4j a high 
percentage of white homemakers expressed a dissatisfaction with the pro-
duet, Figure 8., 
The computed differences :i..n Table XIII are the estimated infh.::ences 
of race of prur.chasers on the favo1cableness of the housewife toward 
buffalo fi.sh. These relationships between Caucasian s.nd Negro homemakers 
were pod tive and highly significant for all mairkets., 
Effects of Religious Pre:feren.ce on Acceptability Ratings 
It was assumed that difference in the religious preferen.ce of the 
homemaker would :r.e,sul t in differences in her favorablerH?.ss toward buffal.o 
fish. Due to the smal.l number of non-Protestants in the sample~ respon-
dents were gt·oupied into two groups:; non-Protestant or Protestant, Non-
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Figure 8, Frequency of Acceptability Rating by Consumers, 
Race of Purchaser.st Oklahoma City and Little Rock, 
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TABLE XIII 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCB.ASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO RACE OF PURCH.1\.SER, 
OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
-~ ...
-· 
Race Computed Standard II tll Mean a 
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9 .296lf'lh°s' 
9.llf75** 
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3 .11 4 .11 
3. 34. cl .., . 
a The first mean refers to the first race of purchasers in 
the. f:Ll(.\~1t column. 
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acceptability rating than Protestant housewives. The variation in the 
number of homemakers fall into ea:ch rating class was small within each 
market, There was a wider variation in the total number of homemakers 
within each class between markets than within markets, These varia-
tions are presented graphically in Figure 9, 
The over-all rating, as indicated by the mean rating, was consider-
ably higher for non-Protestant than for Protestant consumers. For Okla-
homa City, the mean rating varied from 3.07 for Protestant households to 
3,54 for non-Protestant households, The variations in Little Rock was 
from 3,25 for Protestant to 3.71 for non-Protestant families. 
The estimated effects of religious preferences of the homemaker on 
her favorableness toward buffalo fish, indicated by the computed value 
in Table XIV, are large and positive for all markets and are highly sig-
nificant. 
Effects of Frequency of Serving Fish on Acceptability Rating 
The question arises as to the degree of influence a housewife 0s 
preference for a similar item may have on her acceptability score of 
buffalo fish, The households purchasing buffalo fish in the two markets 
were classified according to the frequency of serving fish in the home. 
Families serving fish four times per month were classified as frequent 
users: those families serving fish from two to three times per month 
were classed as moderate users, and families serving fish once per month 
or less frequent were classified as infrequent users. 
A comparison of the frequency of the acceptability ratings among the 
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Figure 10. Frequency of Ac.ceir,,tability Rating by Co1ru.1umeirs» by 
Frequency of. Ser.vi1:rng FhhJ Oklahoma City and Little Rock, 
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TABLE XIV 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE OF 
THE HOMEMAKER, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
;;rnrn. - ~·Co;p~.1, ted S ta.,~;=<rrtrr@ _ ____-Mean'~1 
-'-M_a_r_k_e_t_s ____ . _P_r_e_f_e_r-t2._n_c e 901!!1t1a1ti s o:n Va 1 ue Error Val 1J1e Rat fo.g 
Oklahoma. City Protestant-non-Protestant ,SOHi "0706 7 .1076*'.i~ ..... .) . 3. 
Little: Rock Protestant-non-Protestant .5550 0 155£1. 3, 5 714~k'l'e 3.25 -~ .. ,, ,,.;; 0 !l J... 
aFirs t c.olumn mea.n t"a.tllng corresponds to first column of rcor:ipax·ison 
column. 
(**' " ,, Sigm.fJLreant at the one perc1:,mt level. 
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of use influences homemakercB ratings of buffalo fish to any appreciable 
extent. This was especially true among the Little Rock consumers, In 
Oklahoma City» an e.xception.ally high percentage of housewives in the 
moderate-use grm.tp gave the pro due. t a rating of if., "Like Mod\era tely," 
The overw·all x:ating of buffalo fish by the three g1rnupsy as indi~ 
cated by the mean rating., :Ls gh1e:m ir:A table XV, The estimate.d effects of 
frequency of ser11ing fish on homakers acceptability t·atings was relative-
ly small and insignificant between adjacent groups, with one exception. 
The comput.e.d di.ffeirenice. be.twee.n the inft·equent and modell'..'ate gt·oiups in 
Oklahoma C:ILty was sigrdHc.an.t at the one percent level, The computed 
diffe.r.ence.s between the. ft·equent users and the. infrequent users O group~; 
were negative and s :i.gni. Hean t in both markets, 
Dif ferenc:es i.n Consumer Sa tis fac: tion to I.mpi.1lse Buying 
An attempt was made 'ico eva.luate differences in consumers acc.ept~ 
ability scores betweem groups o:f consumers who purchased buffalo £Ji.sh 
impiJ.lsiwely and those who planned to purchase. whem they e.nter.ed the 
In Oklahoma City.1 where th,~. hnvel of: .awa:rE.me,s,s of the product was 
low~ a la:rger majority of the :impulse buying g1C'oup gave thei p1rodrnct a 
more favorable rce.ting ltha.1t1t di.cl. the gt'olllp pilamnmi.ng to buy, ln L:ittlli', 
Rock J where iconsum.e11::s we ice. mo,ce, f a,.mi U.ar wil th the. ·r;,i:roduc (c J the. it'8'\Ye<1tse 
was true., wi t.h th,s, h:!l.ghe:rc pe1r:c.e.n tage of the g1rot11p planning to p1:J1t:'chase 
:rating the buffalo fish f:aworably (Fig\l..l(t'e 11), 
The mean acceptabili 
in Table XVL The val1Jes of the del'\Yiati.ons betwe.en groups alt"e r,\t1ns:ii,gnifiL~ 
cant ii:i all markets. 
TABLE XV 
MEAN ACCEP'!ABILITY RATING BY PURCHASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STATISTICS RELATED TO FREQUENCY OF SERVING 
FISH, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Frequency of Servinga Computed Stav.,i.dar.d iV t" 
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Mean 
Markets .Compa'!C'ison Difference Error Value Rating 
Combined Infrequent-moderate .2016 
()klahoma City Infrequent-~oderate .2284 
Little Rock Infrequen t·•modera te .1721 
Combined Moderate-freauent -.0558 
Oklahoma City Moderate.= frequent =.0435 
Little Rock Moderate-frequent -.0756 
Combined Ft'equent- infrequent -.2574 
Oklahoma City Frequent-infrequent -.2720 
Little Rock Frequent-infrequent -.2471 
a Infrequent--once or less per month. 
Moderate--two or three times per month. 
Frequent--fou:r or more times per month. 
.0846 2.3829* 3.20 
.0841 2. 7158** 3.06 
.1201 1.4329 3.33 
.0333 1.6756 3.42 
.0536 .8115 3.39 
.0634 1.1910 3~55 
.0852 3,0211** 3.52 
.0'7'76 3.5046'.!'d't' 3.45 
.1187 2. 086.5'* 3.66 
bMean rating refers to the first items in the comparison column. 
**significant at the one percent level. 
*Significant at the five percent level. 
Percent 
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Figure 11. Frequency of Acceptability Rating by Consumers, 
by Intention to Purchase, Oklahoma City and Little Rock. 
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TABLE XVI 
MEAN ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY PURCP.ASERS OF BUFFALO FISH AND 
SELECTED STA'l'IS'l'ICS RELATED TO IMPULSE BUYING~ 
OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
81 
; p:; 7 2·w!"i'!l.s:~ass;;;;;z·- fi:::e:e-r::e::: rr 
= 
gs;;g ~ 
Buying Computed Standard II tVi Mean 
Mark~ts Com_P,a:dson Difference Error Value Rating 
Combined Impulse-Planned , 02.91 .0605 .4809 3.38 3.57 
Oklahoma City Impulse-P~anned • 1128 ,0661 L 7061 3.24 3.40 
Little Rock Impulse-Planned ,0210 ,0799 .262& 3.46 3. 71 
a 
· The first column of mean rating refe:rs to the f:!Lrst column of 
compari,s011. 
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The difierences in the. acceptability rating between Oklahoma City 
and Little Rock may be partiaJ.ly a result of the differences in aware-
ness of the products between the two cities, 
Summary 
The two ethnic groups denoting the most influen,ce on the. homemal.<ers 
conceptual image of buffalo fish were race and religion, Colored house-
wives rated it considerably higher on the hedonic scale than did white 
housewives, Non-Proteste.nt consumers gave the p,coduct a more favorable 
rating than did Proteatant consume:ts, There was a positive relations 
between frequency of e fish and the acceptability score given, 
Intention to purchase had little affect on homemakers 1 favorableness 
toward buffalo fish, 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The raising of buffalo fish on rice farms is one of Arkansas's 
newest and most unique industries. It allows the rice farmer to utilize 
land diverted from rice production by Government Price Support Programs 
and thus provide him with an additional source of income. 
The major purpose of this study was to evaluate the economic 
feasibility of marketing packaged buffalo fish through fresh meat counters 
in supermarkets. The basic objectives were to evaluate potential sales 
of buffalo fish in terms of the number of purchasers per thousand store 
customers; to analyze the effects of socioeconomic characteristics of 
the population on consumer acceptance of buffalo fish; and to examine the 
influence of the ethnic groups'value on the homemakers' conceptual image 
of buffalo fish. 
There is no known method of predicting the future with certainty. 
Instead, generalizations can be made about_the influence of variaples 
when they are studied in relation with other variables under controlled 
conditions. The usefulness of these generalizations must depend upon 
their contribution to consumer behavior theory as an aid in understanding 
the functional relationship among variables, 
A conceptual model of human behavior is necessary as a working frame-
work to avoid a lack of discipline in studying the problems of consumer 
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choice. If consumers can be grouped in such a manner that their buying 
habits, attitudes and motives are different from the buying cha:racte1r~ 
istics o~ another group of consumers~ then the marketer has delineated 
a more homogeneous mat'ket for his product. If this market proves to be 
significantly diffelrent from the generalized market_~ then a means of. 
stratifying to increase predictability has been found. 
Tr1110 techniques for estimating va:rriations in consumer bi!hawio!' were 
used. A match~lot experimental design was used to display fish for sale 
in six supe:rcmarkets in Oklahoma City and sh: in Little Rock to appraise 
consume:rs acceptance and marketing behavior und.er actual marketll.ng con= 
ditions in diffe.rent types of locations. Two forms of buffalo fishjl a 
ready- to- cook prod:uc t,, and the conventional whole= dressed formj we!'e 
displayed to determine if the home.makers would discidminate be.tween 
these two fol'ms. Store audits we:re used t.o obtain data on the volume of 
sales and merchandising methods of the cooperating stores. A household 
sur-11ey was conducted among families pr:.rrchasing buffalo fish to evaluate 
the housewives: 0 favor:ableness toward the p1toduct. 
Scale analysis was used to rank the respondents in terms of favor= 
ableness of their attitudes towat·d the product. Answet·s to que~tions 
from the homemakers0 interviews were used to construct an acceptability 
rating scale. These questions were designed to obtain the intensity as 
well as the opinion of the hou.sewife toward buffalo fish. 
An expeidmental;, statistical model, using discrete v,ariables~ was 
used to test fo·Jl:'.· significant diffeltences among sub-classes within the 
economic, environmental, and ethnic group classifications of the popu-
lation. 
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Analyzing classification variables by the model used requires that 
one sub-class in all classes be given the value of zero, This zero 
class thus becomes the base class. The coefficient associated with each 
of the other classes is then interpreted as a deviation from the base, 
Thusy the estimates of. the coefficients are in. terms of deviation within 
the classifying variables, 
Considerable variability occur.red among the stores in the sales of 
buffalo fish, Sales :ranged from a low of 5, 3 to a high of 22. 6 pex 
thousand store customers,, When the s to,r.es wet'e grouped accor.ding to 
marketsJ sales ·were highelit in Littie Rock (lL6) and lowest in Oklab.oma 
City (8). When stores we.re grouped accordh1g to income ar€,HiS J sales of 
fish were significantly higher in the low income a.reas 1 averaging 16 per 
thousand customers as compared to 7 and 8 per thousand in the med.imn and 
high income areasY respectively. 
Cus tome,rs in the low i.m::ome at'eas pirefer:r.ed to purchase. fish in the: 
whole-dressed. form rather than i.n the pan=ready· form. Oklahoma City 
consumers prcefe:rcred readyca to~ cook :fo:em J whereas Little Rock COlr'lSI\Jlffie:lt'S 
purchased a larger p,rclJWll:'t:i..orrr o:£ th,e d:,r.-es:sed form. 
Small variations in of buffalo fish indicate that purchases 
are rather responsive to changes. The effect of a five-cent 
pd .. c:e variation on sale.:9 was significant at the one percent level of con= 
fidence. 
Variati.ons in sales of buffalo fish per thousand store pa,t:;ronB with,., 
in envi:r.onmental classifications were greateist among occupational group .. , 
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in the ratio of purchasers to n.o:npurchasers among the three occupational 
groupings. Families of unskilled workers consumed more buffalo fish 
than did families in the other two occupational groups. Sales of fish 
per thousand store patrons was significantly higher in the large house-
hold size group than in ~he other two size gir.oups:; with no pronou.nced 
difference between the lower two size groups. Families with children 
under 12 years of age purchased more buffalo fish than did families 
without children under 12 years of age. 
The ethnic group showing the greatest vad.ations in the number of 
purchases per thousand store customers was race of purchaser. Negro 
customers averaged at least 20 purchases per thousand more than white 
customers. 
The awareness that the product is :ILn the market and some famil-
ia:dty with its attributes influence impulse buying to a considerable 
extent., In Oklahoma City :tn a new marketJ 3 out of 4 purchasers had 
not planned to buy fish when they entered the store. Appearance and 
freshness were the two attributes which consumers menti.oned most often 
in their decision to purchase the fish. 
Economic characteristic.s influencing consumers favcnt:·ableness 
toward buffalo f:l..sh as measured by their acceptability rating s;eot·es 
were income status and form of fish purchased. T11ere appeared t.o be an 
inverse relationship of o,re;r.-all mean ratings to income levels of the 
households. The ratings wet·e substantially higher for the low income 
groups,while the two higher income groups tended to rate it at a lower 
hedonic scale rating. Oklahoma City consumers gave a higher rating score 
to the pan-ready formJ while Little Rock consumers favored the dressed-
form of fish. 
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The three environmental characteristic classifications of occupa= 
tion of head of householdj she of household, and composit:i..on of family 
all had highly significant differences in their acceptabili.ty rating 
scores among the sub=groups within the main groups. 
A negative relationship was indicated between occupational girnups 
and the acceptability rating score of consumers. That is,9 as the 
occupational status of the head of household increasedJJ the housewife 1 :s 
favorableness toward 'buffalo fish decreasecL The white~colla:r g,roups 
gave the product a highly significant lower rating than did the other 
two groups. 
The data indicated a positive relationship of the over=all rating.,, 
as measured by the mean rating, between household size groups and 
acceptability cf the produ.ct. Families in the large size household 
groups gave the fish a c.on.siderably higher rating on the hedonic scale 
than families in the medium·a.nd small=size groups, The homemake1ts of 
medium-size households gave it a more favorable rating than did home.-
makers in the small~,size house.hold g1toups. 
Al though families with chiJ.dren unde:r 12 yea.rs of age had a higher 
ratio of purchasers to nonpurchasers than did the families without. 
children under 12 ye.a:rs of agei the :teve:rse of this pattern was t,n.1.e 
for the acceptability rating. In Oklahoma City the deviation was 
highly significant. 
The fa:v'orableness t:owa:n:l buffalo fish of the homemakers in the eth= 
nic groups studied fluctuated widely. The :race of purchase:rs exhibited 
a more striking effect on the housewife 9 s acceptability score than any 
other ethnic group. Negro homemakers tended to give highe:r genere.l 
over-all ratings,, ·while the white housewives in general rated it lower 
on the hedonic scale. 
Non-Protestant consU\mers expressed a more favorable attitude 
toward buffalo fish than did Protestant consumers. The es ti.mate:d 
effects of religious preir.eir:ences of the h.omemake:rs on her favorablen.:o.ss 
towax:d buffalo fishJ as shown by the computed value were: la:rge and 
positive for all areas. 
A comparison of frequency ra tlng scorf,S of home.mal,:ers among the 
three c<'ategories. of fr.·equ.enc:y of seir,ving fish does not indicate that 
frequency of serving fLsh i.n:Eli1enced t:heir favorableness toward buffalo 
fish. 
Housewives buying on Impulse in Oklahoma Ci t.y 1 where the levsi,l of 
awareness of buffalo fish was extremely lcrwJ .rated it higher 01:1. the 
acceptability scale than did h::n1sewives who planned to purchase. The.1Ha: 
differences were small and insignificant. 
cally feasibility lff,rel becornes a pertinent qu.estlon, Ca 
there is no one acceptance rate or level for all product or innovetiona, 
The pro<luc:t 0s attributes SlillCrt as perisbableness_~ cost handl 
shelf-life of p,roduc.t.ii inventory costsJ and many othe,t5)1 all afferit the. 
necessary rate of turn-over for the product to be an economic asset to 
the market:Lng firm,, 
The low ratio of purchas1ars to non.pi.i:rc.haaers in the total market 
studied,9 indicates that an e:co1:1.omic feasible rate of acc:eptan.ce 
si.1mer under the merchandising p:racti.ces 8Lnd pricing policy used lLs 
doubtful. It needs to be emphasizedJ that this was a new product and a 
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new innovation in merchandising fresh fisho There was no promotional 
or advertising campaign accompanying the product in either market, This 
was particularly noticeable in the rate of acceptance in the Oklahoma 
City market, where the awareness level was extremely lowJ compared with 
the rate of acceptance in the Little Rock market. 
This difference could not be accounted for by prejudice of the 
homemakers in Oklahoma CityJ if the acceptability rating scale used gave 
an indication of the consumers 0 favorableness toward the buffalo fish. 
Two other economic factors the fish farmers need to consider in 
developing a marketing program for buffalo fish are the higher rate of 
sales in the low income areas and the variations in sales associated with 
changes in the price of fish. 
variations in sales of and the favorableness toward buffalo fish 
among environmental and ethnic groups indicate to the fish industry the 
group with more homogeneous buying habitsj attitudes; and motivesi thus 
giving them a means of stratifying the market for their products. 
The differences in sales, and acceptability ratings among white and 
Negro homemakers denotes two sepaiate: rearket groups, The fish farming 
industry needs to recognize thisJ and either feature their products in 
areas of Negro population or initiate a campaign to raise1 the prestige 
of their products, 
It is a] so apparent that. there is a need for i.mprovement of the 
product. The producers of buffalo fish should devote considerable 
attention to methods used in harvesting and handling to assume that a 
quality prod:uct reaches the market. Also 3 considerable attention should 
be given to developing new products that will be more acceptable to a 
larger share of the market. 
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APPENDIX TABLE I 
. . . . 
SELECTED STATrnTICS ON DIFFERENCES RE~ATED TO SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
EFfECTING. SALES. OF BUFFAt;O FISH FOR COMBINED .MARKETS OF .. 
OKLAHOMA CITYAND LITTLE ROCK 
·socioeconomic 
Charac·teris tics 
A constant including base vall.\e 
Market regions 
Oklahoma City-Little Rock 
Income areas 
Low. - . medium . 
. Low .. high· 
· ... Medium - . high 
Time periods . 
Nove:mber.-December 
·Race of .purchasers 
Caucasian-Negro · . a 
Occupation of head ofhousehol'd 
. Group A- Group B 
. Group . A-' Group C · · ... 
· Group B- Group C 




Co\llpositi6n of familyc 
Group I-Group .II 

























·. 2 R . (Goefficient of determination)= ,791 










































aGroup A includes Profeirsicinal, Semi-Professional, Proprietors, Managers, 
and Officials • 
. Group B includes. Clerk, Sales 1 and kin·dred workers, Cra.ftsmen, foremen 
and kindred workerB 1 and operators and kindred .Workers, 
Group C includes the unskilled class, c.omposed: of domes tic service 
Markers, service workers, and l~boters, . 
bs~all size household inclildes 1 or 2 members. 
Medium size. household includes 3 or 4 members, 
Large size households have 5 or more members, 
cG~oup I includes famili~s witli children under 12 years of age; 
Group.II includes .families without children.under·12 years of age, 
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APPENDIX TABLE II 
SELECTED STA'lrIS'rICS ON DIFFERENCES RELATED TO SOCIOECONOMIC 
CHARACTERISTICS EFFECTING SALES OF BUFFALO FISH 
FOR OKLAHOMA CITY 
===-= Tr !] = Socioeconomic. Deviation Standard Ptl'i 
Characteri~_t_i_c_s~~~ Error Value Values 








Race of pu.rchaseI's 
Caucasian= Neg:ro 
Occupation of head of householda 
Group A-Group B 
Group A~Group C 
Group B- Giroup C . 
Size. of householdsb 
Small-medium 
Small-large 
Me.dium- la,rge ,,., 
Composition of family""" 
G:roup I-Group II 
Price variations in cents per pound 
Dressed 49= 5l+ 
Pan=iready 65-~ 70 
P'an=ready 70·~ 1.5 















































5 0 0760%~1; 
3 0 l48l'l'dt' 
2 0 212.2,~t';fe 
,,, 0 3980ibit' 
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APPENDIX TABLE III 
SELECTED STATISTICS ON DIFFERENCES RELATED TO SOCIOZCONOMIC 
CHARACTERISTICS EFFECTING SALES OF BUFFALO FISH 
FOR Ll'I'TLE ROCK 
Sodoeconomic 
Charac t8:ris tics 







Race of Purchasers 
Caucasi.an-Negro 
Occupation of head of household.a 
Group A-G:roup B 
Group A-Group C 
Group B-Group Cb 




Composition of family 
Group I-Group II 
























R2 (Coefficient of determination) = • 761 






































APPENDIX TABLE IV 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATINGS OF CONSUMERS RELATEI: TO INCOME 
STATUS OF CONSUVLERS j OKLAHOMA CITY Al.\fD LITTLE ROCK 
Income Status Acceptability Ratingsa 
and Markets l 2 
Percent Percent 
Low 
Combined 8.1 9~1 
Oklahoma City 5.5 7.2 
Little Rock 10.2 10. j 
Medium 
Combined 13. 1 9.6 
Oklahoma City 12.6 11.3 
Little Rock 13.8 8.2 
High 
Combined 20.!+ 20.7 
Oklahoma City 30.4 23.3 
Little Rock 12.6 18.7 
a.1-=Dislike extremely. 
2--Dlsllke moderately. 
























11. i 240 
32.9 310 
APPENDIX TABLE V 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO FORM: 
OF BUFFALO FISH PURCBASEDy OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Form Ac.ce{l1tabiiityRa ting11 = Con= 




' b Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Number Dressed 
Combined. 12: 0 3 9.9 17 'q. 36,0 0 !~ 899 
Oklahoma City l:.L9 14-,,3 17,9 38.5 13 .L, 44? 
Little Rock ,!L8 5,5 16,8 33,6 35,8 
Pan··ready C 
Combined 14,1 15.5 9,6 3l~, 1 26,7 937 
Oklahoma City 13.6 11.1 8,2 39,1 2 7 ,4 3 76 
Little Rock ])i, 0 ,4 18,0 10, 5 30,8 26,3 571 
a See footnote, Appendix e. IV. 
bHead re.moved, scaled and gutted, 
C Cut-up, ready to cook. 
lOli, 
APPENDIX TABLE VI 
SELECTED STATISTICS ON DIFFERENCES RELATED TO ETHNIC GROUP 
CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING CONSUMER SATISFACTION FOR 
BUFFALO FISH, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Ethnic.Group 
Cha:racterist:ics 
A-constant including base value 
Market regions 
Oklahoma City=Little Rock 




Form of fish purchases 
Dressed-Pan-ready 
Time of purchase 
November-December 
Race of purchasers 
Caucasian-Negro 
Occupation of head of householda 
Group A-Group~ 
G1rnup A-Group C 
Group B-Group C 








Composition of fa:milyc 
Group l"'Gro1..1p II 

























a2 (Coefficient of detennination) = .462. 
**significant at the one percent level. 
*significant at the five percent level. 













































APPENDIX TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO OCCUPATION 
. OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLDJ OKLAHOMA CITY. AND LITTLE ROCK 
Occupations a 
======~-.,,==~ 
-Acc.epta.bili ty Ratingb Con~ 
and Ma:rkets l 2 _ _L ,. 5 sumers 
P,e.rcent Pet·c.ent Percent Percent Percent Nuniber 
White coll at· 
Combined 15.9 23.3 16ul 32.0 12.7 416 
Oklahoma City 17,6 33,5 15,3 25.6 8,0 116 
Little Rock 14,6 15, 8 116, 7 36.7 16,.2 240 
Blue collar 
Cornb:1.,ned 10, l 10, 9 13,4, 35.9 2. 9 0 1 769 
Oklahoma City 14.4 9.8 13,0 36.8 26.0 28.5 
Li.ttle Roc.k 7,6 11..,6 13,6 35, .3 31. 9 484 
Unskilled 
Combined 15.2 8,l 11. 7 36.1 28,9 651 
Oklahoma City 1.3, 8 5.8 13,0 46.7 20,7 362. 
Little Rotk 17,,0 U,1 10.0 22.8 39.1 289 
----~----lll-l'l.191-.:.lol ____ )l __ l ____ ~--·---
-------1-·----~-
l:1. See footnote, Appendix Table I. 
bS.ee: :f:oot,rnote ,!i •• v A:1rp,ll!~1ld1.1r. r.i:ible: IV. 
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APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO SIZE 
OF HOUSEHOLDj OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Household sizea - Acceptability Rating6 - Con-
and Markets 1 2 3 4 5 sumers 
Percent Percent Percent ·Percent Percent Number 
Small 
Combined 9,3 16.8 12,7 33,0 28,2 710 
Oklahoma City 9,6 20.3 16,6 37 .4 16,1 355 
Little Rock 9.0 13.2 8.8 28,4 40,6 355 
Medium 
Combined 13,9 11,6 14,8 34.6 25.1 798 
Oklahoma City 13.4 12. 0 13,8 34,6 26.2 283 
Little Rock 14.2 11.5 15.3 34,5 24.5 515 
Large 
Combined 20,1 6,7 11.6 40.9 20.7 328 
Oklahoma City 27 .o Ll 7,0 47 ,6 17.3 185 
Little Rock 11.2 14,0 17, ,4. 32,2 25.2 143 
a See footnote b, Appendix Table I. 
b See footnoteJ Appendix Table IV. 
APPENDIX TABLE IX· 
SELECTED STATISTICS ON DIFFERENCES RELATED TO ETHNIC GROUP 
CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING CONSUMER SATISFACTION FOR 
BUFFALO FISH, OKLAHOMA CITY 
Compari:,i.on of the 
Ethnic GrouE Characteristics 
A-constant including base values 








Race of purchasers 
caucasian=Negro 
Occupation of head of ho'i.J'.Seholda 
Group A-Group B 
Group A- Gro'!.!.p C 
Group B-Group C 








C ,t , ,, f ''l C om~os:..tJ.on o:r ,amlt. y 
Group I-Group II 















·· l O 3002 
.0198 
• 2l}76 







R2 (Coeffic.ient of determination) "" ,568, 
**significant at the one percent level. 
%signific.ant at the five percent level, 






































2 0 7158:Jb'e 
.8115 
3 0 5051.·~t:~t· 
7 .625'l*t,· 
L 7065 
1, 10 76\k'l!: 
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APPENDIX TABLE X 
SELECTED STATISTICS ON DIFFERENCES RELATED TO ETHNIC GROUP 
CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING CONSUMER SATISFACTION 
FOR BUFFALO FISH) LITTLE ROCK 
Comparison of the Computed Standard 11 t" 
Ethnic Group Characteristics Differences Error Value 
A-constant including base value 3.5924 .2172 16. 53951d'lf 
Income status of consumer 
Low"'medium -.1.397 .1010 1.3831 
Medium-high -.1393 • 1081 1.2886 
H~gh-low - .2 790 ,1097 2.5432 
Form of fish purchased 
Dressed-Pan-ready =.4685 .0833 5.6242** 
Time of purchase 
November-December ,1180 .0795 1.4842 
Race of purchaser 
Caucasian-Negro 
of household.a 
1.0227 • ll80 9 .1475'** 
Occupation of head 
Group A-Group B .3921 .0842 4.6567** 
Group A-Group C .1602 .1162 1, 3786 
Group B-Group C -.5523 .1086 5 0 0856'fde 
Size of householc:P 
Small=medium .2473 .0971 2.5468* 
Medium-large .3969 .1248 3.1802*"* 
Large-small -.6442 .1308 4,9250** 
Frequency of servi.ng fish 
Infrequent-moderate .0756 .0634 1.1924 
Moderate-frequent 01721 .1201 l .'+329 
Frequent-Infrequent .2477 .1187 2.0867* 
Composition of f,Slmilyc 
Group I- G:rnup II .0119 ,0825 .1442 
Intention to purchase 
Impulse-planned ,0210 .0799 .2628 
Religious Prefeir:enc.e 
Protestant-n.on~Frotestant .5550 .155!~ 3,5714** 
&2 (Coefficient of determination)= .555. 
** Significant at the one percent level. 
*significant at the five percent level. 
a,b,csee footnotes in Appendix Table I. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XI 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO RACE 
OF PURCHASERJ OI<LAHO:VJA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
========-===============::=:==:=;<~==~========,._===::.a:=:======:o=::=::::=:=:=====~ 
Race of Pm:chasers - Acceptabi.lity Ratinga - Con-
and Ma:rket:s~ __ ._..L_ 3 4 sumers 
P,ercent Percent Pe1rcent P,~1r:cent Percc~nt l~1un1ber 
Caucasian 
Combined 11.6 14,5 14,7 34.4 18.8 1255 
Oklahoma City 18.8 16,5 llj., 9 35,0 14.8 617 
Little Rock 16,5 12,5 ll~ 0 4 33.7 22.9 638 
Negro 
Combined 3,8 8,9 10, 7 36,7 39.9 581 
Oklahoma City 2.9 2 q · C ,.I 9,2 50,0 35,0 206 
Little. Rock 4,3 12.3 11 .5 29.3 42,6 375 
8 See footnote, Appendix Table IV. 
llO 
APPENDIX TABLE XII 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING OF CONSUMERS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
PREFERENCE OF PURCHASERS] OKLAHOMA CITY AND Lil'TLE ROCK 
Religious Preferences Acceptability Rating! - Con-
and Markets -1 2 3 4 5 sumers 
Peircent Percent Percent Percent Percent Number. 
Protestant 
Combined 13.2 12 .4 13~6 3l~.4 26.4 155!+ 
Oklahoma City ll,. 1 12 .3 13.3 38.5 21.4 626 
Little Rock 12.2 12. lJ. 13.8 31.8 29.8 928 
Non-Protestant 
Combined 13,5 14.9 12.9 38.3 20.9 282 
Oklahoma City 15.2 15,8 14.2. 39.6 15.2 197 
Litle Rock 9.2 12.. 9 8.3 35,4 34.2 85 
aSee footnote~ Appendix Table IV. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIII 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILITY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO FREQUENCY 
OF SERVING FISH, OKLAHOMA CITY AND LITTLE ROCK 
Frequ~ncy of s~rvinga •· ACceptabili ty Radngb -
and Markets 1 2 3 4 
Pere en t Percent Percent Percen.t 
Infrequent 
Combined 15.7 19.7 12.2 
Oklahoma City 12.9 26.4 13.6 
Little Rock 18.2 13.6 11.0 
Moderate 
Combined 12 .• 2 10.4 12.2 
Oklahoma City 15.2 8.8 ll.6 
Little Rock 9.3 12,1 12.8 
Frequent 
Combined 13.3 12 .,~ 15.1 
Oklahoma City 1.5 0 3 12.5 15,9 
Little Rock 12 .1 12.3 14.5 
a InfrequentJ one ox: less time.s per month. 
Moderate; two or three times per month, 
Frequent» four ot' more times per mo!C!.th. 






















APPENDIX TABLE XIV 
FREQUENCY OF ACCEPTABILIIY RATING BY CONSUMERS RELATED TO 
IMPULSE BUYING 1 OKLAHOMA CITY A~"D LITTLE ROCK 
~ Acceptability Ratinga -
Intention and Markets 1 2. 3 4 5 
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Impulse 
Combined 14.2 13. 1 14.7 34.3 23.l 
Oklahoma. City 12.6 13.8 13.3 40.8 19.5 
Little Rock 16. l 13.5 1.6.5 25.9 28.0 
Planned 
Combined 12.1 11.6 11.8 36 .o 28.5 
Oklahoma City 19.8 11.5 14.0 34.0 20.7 
Little Rock 8.8 11.6 10.9 36.8 31.9 
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